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Abstract. We review what is known about the convec- 
tive process in the open ocean, in which the properties of 
large volumes of water are changed by intermittent, 
deep-reaching convection, u lggcz '• '-'•- cu by w•.tc, storms. 
Observational, laboratory, and modeling studies reveal a 
fascinating and complex interplay of convective and 
geostrophic scales, the large-scale circulation of the 
ocean, and the prevailing meteorology. Two aspects 
make ocean convection interesting from a theoretical 
point of view. First, the timescales of the convective 
process in the ocean are sufficiently long that it may be 
modified by the Earth's rotation; second, the convective 
process is localized in space so that vertical buoyancy 
transfer by upright convection can give way to slantwise 
transfer by baroclinic instability. Moreover, the convec- 
tive dllU •C;UbLIUI. JIII•, bCi;tlCb •lC; 11UL VC;iy ate 11UIII Ulbl. Jill 
one another. Detailed observations of the process in the 
Labrador, Greenland, and Mediterranean Seas are de- 
scribed, which were made possible by new observing 
technology. When interpreted in terms of underlying 
dynamics and theory and the context provided by labo- 
ratory and numerical experiments of rotating convec- 
tion, great progress in our description and understand- 
ing of the processes at work is being made. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background and Scope 
The strong vertical density gradients of the thermo- 
cline of the ocean inhibit the vertical exchange of fluid 
and fluid properties between the surface and the abyss, 
insulating the deep ocean from variations in surface 
meteorology. However, in a few special regions (see 
Figure 1) characterized by weak stratification and, in 
winter, exposed to intense buoyancy loss to the atmo- 
sphere, violent and deep-reaching convection mixes sur- 
face waters to great depth, setting and maintaining the 
properties of the abyss. This paper reviews observa- 
tional, modeling, laboratory, and theoretical studies that 
have elucidated the physics of the convective process 
and its effect on its larger-scale environment. 
In the present climate, open-ocean deep convection 
occurs only in the Atlantic Ocean: the Labrador, Green- 
land, and Mediterranean Seas (Figure 1), and occasion- 
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Figure 1. The major deep convection sites of the North Atlantic sector: the Labrador Sea (box a), the 
Greenland Sea (box b), and the western Mediterranean (box c). Detailed descriptions and discussions of the 
water mass transformation process occurring in the three "boxes" are reviewed here. To indicate the 
preconditioned state of early winter, the potential density at a depth of 100 m is shown for November from 
the climatological data of Levitus et al. [1994b] and Levitus and Boyer [ 1994]. Deep-reaching convection has 
been observed in the shaded regions. 
ally also in the Weddell Sea [see Gordon, 1982]. Con- 
vection in these regions feeds the thermohaline 
circulation, the global meridional-overturning circula- 
tion of the ocean responsible for roughly half of the 
poleward heat transport demanded of the atmosphere- 
ocean system [see Macdonald and Wunsch, 1996]. Warm, 
salty water is drawn poleward, becomes dense in polar 
seas, and then sinks to depth and flows equatorward. 
Water masses modified by deep convection in these 
small regions are tagged with temperature and salinity 
values characteristic of them (together with other tracers 
such as tritium from the atomic weapon tests and freons 
from industrial and household use), allowing them to be 
tracked far from their formation region. 
Geologists speculate about possible North Pacific 
Deep Water formation in past climates (for example, see 
Mammerickx [1985]). There is some evidence for en- 
hanced convection in the North Pacific at the last glacial 
maximum (the •4C age reduction observed by Duplessy et 
al. [1989], for example). However, the patterns of evi- 
dence are contradictory, and as yet, there is no consen- 
sus [see Keigwin, 1987; Curry et al., 1988; Boyle, 1992; 
Adkins and Boyle, 1997]. 
In this review we discuss the dynamics of the water 
mass transformation process itself, and its effect on the 
stratification and circulation of its immediate environ- 
ment. Some of the relevant fluid mechanics, that of 
convection in "open" domains, is reviewed by Maxworthy 
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[1997]. Our scope here is more specifically oceano- 
graphic and similar to that of Killworth [1983]. Since 
Killworth's review, however, there has been much 
progress in our understanding of the kinematics and 
dynamics of ocean convection through new results from 
field experiments, through focused laboratory experi- 
ments, and through numerical simulation. We bring 
things up to date and draw together threads from new 
observations, theory, and models. 
Observations of the processes involved in open-ocean 
deep convection began with the now classical Mediter- 
ranean Ocean Convection (MEDOC) experiment in the 
Gulf of Lions, northwestern Mediterranean [MEDOC 
Group, 1970]. Rapid (in a day or so) mixing of the water 
column down to 2000 rn was observed. Strong vertical 
currents, of the order of 10 cm s -1 associated with 
convective elements were observed for the first time 
[Stommel et al., 1971]. Observations of convection prior 
to MEDOC were limited to descriptions of hydrostatic 
changes and timescales estimated from changes in the 
inventory of water mass properties. Since MEDOC, and 
particularly in the past decade, new technologies have 
led to different kinds of observations and deeper insights 
into the processes at work. Moored acoustic Doppler 
current profilers (ADCPs) were deployed in a convec- 
tion regime over a winter period to document the three- 
dimensional (3-D) currents occurring in conjunction 
with deep mixing. From a first ADCP experiment, Schott 
and Leaman [1991] determined the existence of small- 
scale plumes during an intense cooling phase in the Gulf 
of Lions convection regime. The downward velocities in 
these plumes ranged up to 10 cm s -•, and the horizontal 
plume scale was only about 1 km. Subsequently, exper- 
iments in the Greenland Sea [Schott et al., 1993] and 
again in the Gulf of Lions [Schott et al., 1996] substan- 
tiated the existence, scales, and physical role of the 
plumes. These recent observations of plumes (reviewed 
in detail in section 3) have served to narrow down the 
time and space scales involved in water mass transfor- 
mation and the nature of the processes at work. 
Along with, and in large part inspired by these new 
observations, there has been renewed interest in labora- 
tory and numerical studies of rotating convection [see 
Jones and Marshall, 1993; Maxworthy and Narimousa, 
1994]. Two aspects make ocean convection interesting 
from a theoretical point of view. First, the timescales of 
the convective process in the ocean are sufficiently long 
that it may be modified by the Earth's rotation; second, 
the convective process is localized in space so that ver- 
tical buoyancy transfer by upright convection can give 
way to slantwise transfer by baroclinic instability. Labo- 
ratory and numerical studies of rotating convection mo- 
tivated by the oceanographic problem have led to ad- 
vances in our understanding of the general problem (see 
section 3). Numerical experiments are presented in this 
review in the same spirit as those in the laboratory 
except that a numerical fluid is used rather than a real 
one. Both approaches have their limitations. Unless ex- 
traordinary measures are taken, only Rayleigh numbers 
in the range 109-10 •6 are attainable in the laboratory or 
in the computer, compared with 10 26 in the ocean [see 
Whitehead et al., 1996]. However, when laboratory and 
numerical experiments have been used in concert and 
scaled for comparison with the observations, they have 
led to great insight. 
It is interesting to note how little the developments 
that will be described here have been influenced by 
"classical convection studies" that trace their lineage 
back to "Rayleigh-Benard" convection [Rayleigh, 1916; 
Benard, 1900]. In the ocean the Rayleigh number in 
convecting regions is many orders of magnitude greater 
than the critical value, and the convection is fully turbu- 
lent with transfer properties that do not depend, we 
believe, on molecular viscosities and diffusivities (see 
section 3.3). Even more importantly, the convective pro- 
cess in the ocean is localized in space, making it distinct 
from the myriad classical studies of convection rooted in 
the Rayleigh problem (convection between two plates 
extending laterally to _+•). As one might anticipate, 
edge effects and baroclinic instability come to dominate 
the evolving flow fields and, as described in section 4, are 
a distinctive and controlling factor in ocean convection. 
Finally, one of the goals of the research reviewed here 
is to improve the parametric representation of convec- 
tion in large-scale models used in climate research, in 
which one cannot, and does not wish to, explicitly resolve 
the process. Such models are used to study the general 
circulation of the ocean and, when coupled to atmo- 
spheric models, the climate of the Earth. Thus in section 
5 we review progress being made in that area. Conclud- 
ing remarks are made in section 6. 
1.2. Some Preliminaries 
The ocean is, in most places and at most times, a 
stably stratified fluid driven at its upper surface by pat- 
terns of momentum and buoyancy flux associated with 
the prevailing winds. The buoyancy force acting on a 
water parcel in a column is determined by its anomaly in 
buoyancy: 
b = -17(P'/Po) (1) 
where !7 is the acceleration due to gravity and 
P• -- P -- Pamb 
is the difference in the density of the particle relative to 
that of its surroundings, Pamb, and P0 is a constant ref- 
erence density equal to 1000 kg m -3. In the ocean, 
complications arise because the density of seawater can 
depend in subtle ways on (potential) temperature O, 
salinity S, and pressure p [see l/eronis, 1972]: 
p - p(O, S, p) (2) 
However, often in theoretical studies a simplified equa- 
tion of state is adopted of the form' 
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TABLE 1. Typical Values of c% and [5 s as a Function of 
Potential Temperature O, Salinity S, and Pressure p for 
Seawater 
Labrador Greenland Mediterranean 
Sea Sea Sea 
Sl, ll, face 
Oo, øC 3.4 - 1.4 13.7 
c•o, x 10 -4 K- ] 0.9 0.3 2.0 
S o, psu 34.83 34.88 38.35 
[•s, X10-4 P su-• 7.8 7.9 7.6 
Depth of 1 km 
0o, øC 2.7 - 1.2 12.8 
C•o, X10 -4 K- ] 1.2 0.7 2.3 
So, psu 34.84 34.89 38.4 
[3s, X 10 -4 psu- • 9.0 9.2 8.5 
See equation (3). 
p = p0[1 -- oto(O -- 00) + [3s(S - So)] (3) 
where 0% and [•s are thermal expansion and haline 
contraction coefficients, respectively, and 0o and S O are 
reference temperature and salinities. Typical values of 
0% and [•s are given in Table 1 as a function of 0o, So, 
and pressure. To the extent that they can be taken as 
constant, the governing equations can be entirely refor- 
mulated in terms of a buoyancy variable and buoyancy 
forcing. However, particularly at low temperatures the 
thermal expansion coefficient varies strongly with 0 and 
p; it becomes smaller at lower temperatures and in- 
creases with depth, especially in the Greenland Sea (see 
the middle column of Table 1). The excess acceleration 
of a parcel resulting from the increase in o• with depth, 
the thermobaric effect (see section 3.7), can result in a 
destabilization of the water column if the displacement 
of a fluid parcel (as a result of gravity waves, turbulence, 
or convection) is sufficiently large. Thermobaric effects 
may be an important factor, particularly in the Green- 
land and Weddell Seas. 
The vertical stability of the water column is given by 
the Brunt-Vfiisfilfi frequency 
N 2= Ob/Oz (4) 
a measure of the frequency of internal gravity waves. In 
stably stratified conditions, N 2 > 0; if N 2 < 0, convec- 
tive overturning ensues. Profiles of N typical of the 
convection sites (together with 0 and S) are shown in 
Figure 2. It is useful to normalize N byfo = 10 -4 S -], a 
typical value of the Coriolis parameter, a measure of the 
frequency of inertial waves. We see that N is positive at 
all levels in the column, that N/f falls to about 5 in the 
deep ocean, but that in the near surface layers N/f can 
exceed 100. In the upper kilometer of the ocean, N/f is 
30-50, corresponding to a gravity wave period of 30 min 
or so and a gravity wave phase speed of a few meters per 
second. 
The distance a gravity wave travels in an inertial 
period, as measured by the Rossby radius of deforma- 
tion, is given by 
Lp- NH/fo (S) 
where H is the depth of the ocean. In the northern North 
Atlantic, L p takes on a mean value of 10 km or so [e.g., 
see Emery et al., 1994]. In deep convection sites where, as 
a result of recurring convection, the ambient stratifica- 
tion is much reduced, Lp is as small as a few kilometers 
and sets the scale of the often vigorous geostrophic eddy 
field that is commonly observed. At scales greater than 
L p the Earth's rotation controls the dynamics and 
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Figure 2. Climatological profiles of potential temperature, salinity, potential density, and Brunt-Vfiisfilfi 
frequency from the convection sites shown in Figure 1. (a) Labrador Sea, station Bravo. (b) Greenland Sea, 
near 75øN, 5øW. (c) Gulf of Lions, near 42øN, 5øE. 
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geostrophic balance pertains. On scales much smaller 
than m p, however, balanced ynamics break down (see 
Marshall et al. [1997a] for a discussion of the breakdown 
of the hydrostatic approximation). 
The surface layers of the ocean are stirred by the 
winds and undergo a regular cycle of convection and 
restratification in response to the annual cycle of buoy- 
ancy fluxes at the sea surface (see the detailed discussion 
in section 2.3). The buoyancy flux is expressed in terms 
of heat and fresh water fluxes as 
= -- -- • + po[3sS(E - P) 
Po Cw 
(6) 
where Cw is the heat capacity ofwater (3900 J rg -1 K-•), 
• is the surface heat loss, and E - P represents the net 
fresh water flux (evaporation minus precipitation). The 
magnitude of the buoyancy flux 03 plays an important 
role in the development of dynamical ideas presented in 
this review; it has units of meters squared per second 
cubed, that of a velocity times an acceleration. Over the 
interior of the ocean basin, heat fluxes rise to perhaps 
100 W m -2 in winter, and E - P is perhaps 1m yr -•, 
implying abuoyancy flux of --•10 -8 m 2 s -3. For stratifi- 
cation typical of the upper regions of the main thermo- 
cline, mixed layers do not reach great depth when ex- 
posed to buoyancy loss of these magnitudes, perhaps to 
several hundred meters or so (see the contours of winter 
mixed-layer depth in the North Atlantic presented by 
Marshall et al. [1993]). At the convection sites shaded in 
Figure 1, however, the stratification is sufficiently weak, 
N/f • 5-10, and the buoyancy forcing is sufficiently 
strong, often greater than 10 -7 m 2 s -3, corresponding to 
heat fluxes as high as 1000 W m -2, that convection may 
reach much greater depths, sometimes greater than 2 
km. This review is concerned with the dynamical pro- 
cesses that occur in these special regions, which result in 
the transformation of the properties of large volumes of 
fluid and set the properties of the abyssal ocean. 
In section 2 we review the observational background; 
each convection site has its own special character, but we 
emphasize common aspects that are indicative of m•ch- 
anism. In section 3 we discuss the convective process 
itself, and in section 4 we discuss the dynamics of the 
resulting homogeneous volumes of water. Finally, in 
section 5, we discuss how one might parameterize the 
water mass transformation process in large-scale models. 
2. OBSERVATIONAL BACKGROUND 
2.1. Phases and Scales of Deep Convection 
Observations of deep convection in the northwestern 
Mediterranean, the most intensively studied site (see, 
for example, the MEDOC Group [1970], Gascard [1978], 
and Schott and Leaman [1991]), suggest that the convec- 
tive process is intermittent and involves a hierarchy of 
scales. Three phases can be identified and are sketched 
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the three phases of open- 
ocean deep convection: (a) preconditioning, (b) deep convec- 
tion, and (c) lateral exchange and spreading. Buoyancy flux 
through the sea surface is represented by curly arrows, and the 
underlying stratification/outcrops is shown by continuous lines 
The volume of fluid mixed by convection is shaded. 
schematically in Figure 3: "preconditioning" on the 
large-scale (order of 100 km), "deep convection" occur- 
ring in localized, intense plumes (on scales of the order 
of 1 km), and "lateral exchange" between the convection 
site and the ambient fluid through advective processes 
(on a scale of a few tens of kilometers). The last two 
phases are not necessarily sequential and often occur 
concurrently. 
During preconditioning (Figure 3a) the gyre-scale 
cyclonic circulation with its "doming" isopycnals, brings 
weakly stratified waters of the interior close to the sur- 
face. The potential density at a depth of 100 m in a 
November climatology is contoured in Figure 1, showing 
the preconditioned state over the North Atlantic. Buoy- 
ancy forcing associated with the prevailing meteorology 
then triggers convection. As the winter season sets in, 
vigorous buoyancy loss erodes the near-surface stratifi- 
cation of the cyclonic dome, over an area of perhaps 
several hundred kilometers across, exposing the very 
weakly stratified water mass beneath directly to the 
surface forcing [Swallow and Caston, 1973]. Subsequent 
cooling events may then initiate deep convection in 
which a substantial part of the fluid column overturns in 
numerous plumes (Figure 3b) that distribute the dense 
surface water in the vertical. The plumes have a hori- 
zontal scale of the order of their lateral scale, -<1 km, 
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(.., 10 km) 
Figure 4. Lateral scales of the key phenomena in the water 
mass transformation process: the mixed patch on the precon- 
ditioned scale created by plumes together with eddies that 
orchestrate the exchange of fluid and properties between the 
mixed patch and the stratified fluid of the periphery. The fluid 
being mixed is shaded; the stratified fluid is unshaded. 
with vertical velocities of up to 10 cm s -• [Schott and 
Leaman, 1991; Schott et al., 1996]. In concert the plumes 
are thought to rapidly mix properties over the precon- 
ditioned site, forming a deep "mixed patch" ranging in 
scale from several tens of kilometers to >100 km in 
diameter. (The MEDOC Group [1970] called the mixed 
patch a "chimney," a name that is still in common use 
today. However, the analogy between a deep mixed 
patch and a chimney is misleading because, as we shall 
see, there is very little vertical mass flux within the patch. 
For this reason we prefer not to use the name chimney.) 
With the cessation f strong forcing, or if the cooling 
continues for many days, the predominantly vertical heat 
transfer on the convective scale gives way to horizontal 
transfer associated with eddying on geostrophic scales 
[Gascard, 1978] as the mixed patch laterally exchanges 
fluid with its surroundings (see Figure 3c). Individual 
eddies tend to organize the convected water in to coher- 
ent lenses in geostrophic balance. The mixed fluid dis- 
perses under the influence of gravity and rotation, 
spreading out at its neutrally buoyant level and leading, 
on a timescale of weeks to months, to the disintegration 
of the mixed patch and reoccupation of the convection 
site by the stratified fluid of the periphery. The hierarchy 
of processes and scales involved in the water mass trans- 
formation process are summarized in Figure 4. 
2.2. Major Ocean Convection Sites 
The observations suggest hat there are certain fea- 
tures and conditions that predispose a region to deep- 
reaching convection. First, there must be strong atmo- 
spheric forcing because of thermal and/or haline surface 
fluxes. Thus open-ocean regions adjacent to boundaries 
are favored, where cold and dry winds from land or ice 
surfaces blow over water, inducing large sensible heat, 
latent heat and moisture fluxes. Second, the stratifica- 
tion beneath the surface-mixed layer must be weak 
(made weak perhaps by previous convection). And third, 
the weakly stratified underlying waters must be brought 
up toward the surface so that they can be readily and 
directly exposed to intense surface forcing. This latter 
condition is favored by cyclonic circulation associated 
with density surface, which "dome up" to the surface 
(see Figures 3a and 1). 
Whether and when deep convection then occurs de- 
pends on the seasonal development of the surface buoy- 
ancy flux with respect to the initial stratification at the 
beginning of the winter period and on the role of lateral 
advection. Not only is the integral buoyancy supply im- 
portant, but so is its timing. An integral buoyancy loss 
that may have resulted in deep convection when concen- 
trated in a few intense winter storms may not yield deep 
mixed layers if distributed evenly over the winter 
months. In the latter case, lateral advection may have 
time to draw stratified water into the potential convec- 
tion site from the periphery and stabilize it. 
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that as the instru- 
mental record of the interior ocean lengthens, it is be- 
coming clear that deep-water formation is not a steady 
state process that recurs every year with certainty and 
regularity. The intensity of convection shows great vari- 
ability from one year to the next and from one decade to 
another [see Dickson et al., 1996]. 
We now briefly review the main features of the three 
major open-ocean convection regimes: the Mediterra- 
nean, Greenland and Labrador Seas. 
2.2.1. Labrador Sea. The cyclonic circulation of 
the Labrador near-surface circulation is set by the West 
Greenland Current and the Labrador Current, shallow 
currents carrying cold, low-salinity water around the 
Labrador Sea (Figure 5). Below, higher-salinity Irminger 
Sea Water enters in the north on a cyclonic path, as is 
indicated schematically in Figure 5. The doming of the 
upper layer, as expressed in the topography of the {r o = 
27.5 surface, is also shown in Figure 5. In the southeast, 
the northwestern loop of the North Atlantic Current 
transports warm water past the exit of the Labrador Sea. 
It is associated with a deepening of the (r o -- 27.5 
isopycnal of some 300 m toward the southeast, and it 
occasionally sheds eddies that leave their water mass 
properties in the region. Below 3000 m the deep western 
boundary current (DWBC), supplied in the main by 
Denmark Strait overflow waters, passes through the 
Labrador Sea steered by topography. 
The stratification of the preconditioned state is three- 
layered (a vertical profile at ocean weather ship Bravo is 
shown in Figure 2a, and a salinity section is shown in 
Figure 6). The surface layer is fresh, perhaps the result 
of lateral eddy transport from the shallow boundary 
currents on the periphery (see section 4.4). Below, at 
--•200-700 m, Irminger Sea Water causes a weak interim 
temperature and salinity maximum (Figure 2a), stronger 
in the northern than the southern Labrador Sea (Figure 
6). Underneath, down to 2000 m, there is a layer of 
near-homogeneous Labrador Sea Water (LSW), formed 
in previous winter convection, which recirculates in the 
western basin (Figure 6). The bottom is covered by cold 
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Figure 5. Circulation schematic showing the 
cyclonic circulation and preconditioning of the 
Labrador Sea convection regime. The depth of 
the (r o = 27.5 isopycnal in the early winter is 
contoured in meters. The warm circulation 
branches of the North Atlantic Current and 
Irminger Sea Water (ISW), and the near-sur- 
face, cold, and fresh East/West Greenland and 
Labrador Currents are also indicated. The posi- 
tion of Bravo is labeled "B." It is important to 
emphasize that this is a circulation schematic; in 
reality, the circulation is highly time dependent 
and comprises a vigorous eddy field on the de- 
formation radius (---7 km). 
and relatively fresh Denmark Strait Overflow Water that 
circulates cyclonically around the Labrador Sea, leaning 
against the deep topographic slope. At 2500-3200 m an 
intermediate salinity maximum (also apparent in Figure 
6 far out into the Atlantic) is indicative of water from the 
Gibbs Fracture Zone with Eastern Basin Mediterranean 
Water admixtures. 
Deep convection in the central Labrador Sea in late 
winter has been deduced from the continuous hydro- 
graphic observations of weather ship Bravo [Lazier, 
1973] and observed in the shaded region in Figure 5 by 
Clarke and Gascard [1983]. The "products" of deep 
convection are evident in Figure 7, which shows data 
from a hydrographic section taken during summer 1990, 
running through Bravo, across the Labrador Sea to 
Greenland. We see an extensive mixed patch of fluid 
extending down to a depth of 2 km, presumably stirred 
by convection in the previous winter, but "capped" at the 
surface by a shallow stratified layer of a few hundred 
meters in depth. However, little is known about the 
lateral extent of the convection regime during the con- 
vective process itself, at the height of winter. The central 
Labrador Sea is ice-free in winter, and so ice and brine 
release probably do not play a primary role in the gen- 
eration of deep convection. However, the ice plays an 
indirect role because it is carried into the precondition- 
ing cyclonic flow, either from the East Greenland Cur- 
rent or through the Barents Sea, and may modify the 
preconditioning stability (Figure 6). 
The water masses entering the upper part of the 
DWBC suggest a second Labrador Sea source, located 
in the vicinity of the southwestern margin [Pickart, 1992]. 
Its high anthropogenic tracer content relative to LSW 
suggests that this water mass drains into the DWBC 
more quickly than the LSW, where it forms the shallow- 
est layer. Direct evidence for its formation, however, has 
not yet been found. 
Water masses formed in the Labrador Sea can be 
traced in to the North Atlantic at depths down to 
2000 m. The salinity minimum created in Labrador Sea 
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Figure 6. (top) Salinity distribution and 
(bottom) Brunt-Vfiisfilfi frequency, N along 
a section made by Atlantis II in February 
1964, running from the exit of the Labrador 
Sea to the central North Atlantic (as 
marked in Figure 1). The section reveals a 
minimum of salinity and stability in the 
depth range 1100-1800 m, a consequence 
of Labrador Sea convection. 
convection can be seen sliding down from approximately 
1200 to 1800 m along the extent of the section in Figure 
6. Toward the east, salinity increases as a result of the 
influence of Mediterranean waters. The core of the 
salinity minimum is marked by low stability of only about 
N • 5f and correspondingly low potential vorticity 
[Talley and McCartney, 1982]. 
Finally, it should be emphasized that the properties of 
Labrador Sea Water are far from constant [see Lazier, 
1988, 1995; Dickson et al., 1996]. It appears that LSW 
was cold and fresh at the start of the century, character- 
istic of the then prevailing cold conditions. After warm- 
ing through the 1930s, LSW reached its twentieth cen- 
tury extreme in the early 1970s. Since then we have seen 
increasingly intense winters, and the O-S trajectory of 
LSW has moved toward colder, fresher conditions, yet 
nearly without change in potential density! The early 
1990s presented us with, once again, wonderfully deep 
convection, which appears now to be on the wane (mixed 
layers only reached a few hundred meters in the winter 
of 1998). At the end of the twentieth century the system 
resembles the Labrador Sea of the beginning of the 
century [see LabSea Group, 1998]. 
2.2.2. Greenland Sea. The Greenland Sea has as- 
pects in common with other convecting seas but also 
differs because of the important role of ice in precondi- 
tioning. The warm water branch of the cyclonic circula- 
tion in the Greenland Sea (Figure 8) is composed of the 
northward flow of warm, saline Atlantic Water in the 
Norwegian-Atlantic Current that sends branches west- 
ward into the interior and then continues as the Spits- 
bergen Current through Fram Strait into the Arctic 
Ocean. The southward flow of cold, fresh water out of 
the Arctic Ocean is carried by the East Greenland Cur- 
rent, which sends an eastward branch out into the inte- 
rior, the Jan Mayen Current along the Jan Mayen Ridge, 
and a second branch further south, the East Iceland 
Current. The cyclonic circulation is associated with dom- 
ing indicated in Figure 8 by the depth of the •o - 27.9 
surface; it rises from >200 m at the periphery to <50 m 
in the central Greenland Sea. The stratification in the 
center (Figure 2b) is three-layered: on top, there is a thin 
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layer of Arctic Surface Water originating from the East 
Greenland Current. Underneath, a layer of Atlantic 
Intermediate Water exists supplied from the southeast, 
below which resides the weakly stratified Greenland Sea 
Deep Water, the product of previous convection events. 
The role of ice appears to be decisive in the precon- 
ditioning of Greenland Sea convection: in early winter 
the ice first spreads eastward across the central Green- 
land Sea, and brine rejection under the ice increases the 
surface layer density [Roach et al., 1993]. The mixed 
layer under the ice cools to the freezing temperature of 
-1.9øC and deepens by about 1 m d -• [Schott et al., 
1993] to about 150 m in mid-January. Later in the winter 
season, typically late January, the ice forms a wedge (the 
Is Odden [Vinje, 1977; Wadhams et al., 1996]) extending 
far out toward the northeast, and enclosing an ice-free 
bay, the "Nord Bukta" (Figure 8). This ice-free bay is 
thought to be largely a result of southward ice export 
that is due to strong northerly winds [Visbeck et al., 1995]. 
Preconditioning continues through February with 
mixed-layer deepening in the Nord Bukta, to 300-400 
m, induced by strong winds that blow over the ice. 
Finally, typically in March, preconditioning is far enough 
advanced that deep convection in the Nord Bukta may 
develop when the meteorological conditions are favor- 
able. However, during the past decade, deep convective 
activity in the Greenland Sea was weak, so this sequence 
of events is based on the evidence of only a few occur- 
rences. The lateral scale of deep, mixed regimes in the 
Greenland Sea appears to be coupled to that of the Is 
Odden. Only once, in 1988, has a mixed patch been 
observed [Sandyen et al., 1991] when the Is Odden was 
closed. When observations of convection were available 
in the past decade, convection went down only to 
--•1500-m depth [Rudels et al., 1989; Schott et al., 1993]. 
However, tracer evidence [Smethie et al., 1986] indicates 
that deep water (>2000 m) ventilation of the Greenland 
Sea from the surface must have occurred at previous 
times. 
2.2.3. Northwestern Mediterranean. The cyclonic 
circulation around the northwestern Mediterranean ba- 
sin, marked schematically in Figure 9, originates as 
boundary currents on both sides of Corsica [Astraldi and 
Gasparini, 1992] and follows the topography westward as 
the Northern Mediterranean Current, feeding into the 
Catalan Current east of Spain. South of the dome there 
is sluggish eastward flow, marked by the Baleares Front 
during part of the year [Millot, 1987]. 
The water mass distribution in the western Mediter- 
ranean comprises three layers (Figure 2c). At the surface 
the water is of modified Atlantic type, originating from 
the inflow through the Strait of Gibraltar. At 150- to 
500-m depth a warm, salty layer is found, Levantine 
Intermediate Water (LIW). LIW is formed by shallow 
convection in the eastern Mediterranean Basin and then 
slowly propagates into the western basin through the 
Strait of Sicily. Below the LIW layer, the basin is filled 
with near-homogeneous Western Mediterranean Deep 
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Figure 7. Sections of (top) potential temperature, (middle) 
salinity, and (bottom) potential density along the section in the 
Labrador Sea marked in Figure 5. Data from R/V Dawson, 
July 1990. Courtesy of Bedford Institute of Oceanography (A. 
Clarke, personal communication). 
Water (WMDW). The cyclonic circulation of the region 
is indicated by the doming of the tro = 28.8 isopycnal as 
derived from historical data (Figure 9). The cyclonic 
circulation has maximum transport in winter and is 
thought to be largely driven by the curl of the wind stress 
[e.g., Heburn, 1987]. The winter transport maximum 
could also be a consequence of widespread cooling, 
inducing density gradients that enhance the baroclinic 
cyclonic flow. Similarly, enhanced coastal fresh water 
input in late winter can further enhance density gradi- 
ents and thence cyclonic flow. There are two strong, 
cold, dry offshore winds in winter: the tramontane orig- 
inating from the Pyrenees to the northwest, and the 
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Figure 8. Schematic of the circulation of the Greenland Sea, showing the warm water flow of the Norwegian 
Atlantic Current and its recirculation, and cold water flows of the East Greenland Current and Jan Mayen 
Current that constitute the cyclonic circulation. Doming is indicated by the depth of isopycnal o% = 27.9, and 
the Is Odden is marked by the position of the ice edge (dotted) in March 1989 (see text for details). "GSM" 
is the location of repeated moored deployments. 
mistral, blowing out of the Rhone valley. The center of 
the preconditioning dome (Figure 9) lies directly in the 
path of the mistral, and tramontane outbursts can reach 
there also. An additional factor that might help localize 
the preconditioned dome may be the generation of Tay- 
lor columns over the "Rhone fan," a topographic feature 
protruding from the continental slope far out in to the 
Gulf of Lions [Hogg, 1973]. 
Typically, the integrated heat loss over the course of 
winter has erased the buoyancy of the surface layer by 
about mid-February. The horizontal extent of mixed 
patches for 1969, 1987, and 1992 are marked in Figure 9. 
They were all observed during the second half of Feb- 
ruary. However, in 1987 an earlier strong mistral on 
January 10-11 had already induced a first deep convec- 
tion event [Leaman and Schott, 1991], which was in the 
process of being "capped" (see section 4.4) when the 
mid-February mistral triggered deep convection a sec- 
ond time. Figure 10 shows the doming in the density 
distribution along a meridional section through the Gulf 
of Lions during preconditioning of winter 1991-1992 
convection and the homogeneous patch throughout the 
upper 1500 m after the onset of deep convection in 
February 1992. The near-surface density gradients at the 
northern and southern limits of the patch indicate the 
presence of a rim current around it [Schott et al., 1996], 
as is discussed in section 4.4. 
Convection to somewhat shallower depths occasion- 
ally occurs in the elongated dome to the east of the Gulf 
of Lions, as was recently reported by Sparnocchia et al. 
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Figure 9. Circulation and convection conditions of the northwestern Mediterranean. Shown are depths of 
the isopycnal surface cr o = 28.8 kg m -3 (courtesy G. Krahmann) for the beginning of winter, indicating the 
cyclonic doming; the resulting boundary circulation by schematic current vectors, including the weaker 
offshore branching to the southwest; and extents of deep mixed patches as observed in February 1969 
(dashed), 1987 (large dots), and 1992 (circled small dots). Also marked are positions of the triangular array 
of moored ADCP stations (see also inset) and of the repeated 5øE section. 
[1995]. Reanalyzing data from the MEDOC 1969 exper- 
iment, they determined deep mixing down to 1200 m in 
the Ligurian Sea, southeast of Nice, and from moored 
instruments found convection depths between 500 and 
800 m in the winter of 1991-1992. 
Interannual variability of convection in the Gulf of 
Lions has been observed since the first convection ex- 
periments: 1969, the year of the first MEDOC experi- 
ment [MEDOC Group, 1970], was a year of strong con- 
vection, but 1971 was not [Gascard, 1978]. Vigorous 
deep convection (to 2200 m) returned in 1987, causing a 
very homogeneous water body of tro = 12.79øC, S = 
38.45 psu (practical salinity units) [Leaman and Schott, 
1991]. Convection in 1991 did not reach as deep (only to 
1700 m), nor did it mix the water column as thoroughly. 
2.3. Meteorological Forcing 
Direct measurements of air-sea fluxes are difficult to 
obtain. One way to estimate them is by using climato- 
logical formulae applied to routine meteorological ob- 
servations. Latent and sensible heat fluxes are deter- 
mined from bulk formulae that involve wind speed and 
air-sea moisture and temperature difference, respec- 
tively. Long- and short-wave radiative fluxes can also be 
estimated using climatological formulae and measure- 
ments of sea surface temperature and cloud cover. In the 
central Labrador Sea these standard observations were 
available for several decades from weather ship Bravo, 
until it was withdrawn in 1974. Since then, time series of 
even a minimal set of meteorological parameters have 
rarely been available, with the notable exception of the 
Labrador Sea Deep Convection Experiment [see LabSea 
Group, 1998]. 
Even when standard meteorological observations are 
available, the derived fluxes are sensitive to the choice of 
parameterization. Smith and Dobson [1984] applied co- 
efficients tuned to conditions in the central Labrador 
Sea and found that the annual mean heat loss at station 
Bravo was 70 W m -2, or about 60% smaller than that 
obtained by, for example, Bunker [1976] using global 
bulk parameters. Such large differences may significantly 
contribute to uncertainties about the evaluation of 
mixed-layer models in describing the development of 
deep convection. 
Much profitable use can now be made of the vastly 
improved fluxes derived from meteorological opera- 
tional models. European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyzed fields have 
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Figure 10. Meridional sections along 5øE through the Gulf of Lions convection regime (see Figure 9 for 
location): (a) November 27-28, 1991, preconditioning; (b) February 20-22, 1992, after deep convection to 
1500 m. 
proved to be very useful in the interpretation of obser- 
vations of Labrador Sea and Greenland Sea convection. 
In the northwestern Mediterranean, fluxes of the French 
model PrOvision h Ech•ance Rapproch•e Integrant des 
Donn•es Observ•es et T•l•d•tect•es (PERIDOT) have 
been evaluated and found to be of good quality when 
compared with estimates from research vessel observa- 
tions using bulk formulae [e.g., Mertens, 1994]. Some 
relevant observations and model data are now briefly 
summarized; fluxes typical of individual deep convection 
cases described elsewhere in this paper are presented in 
Tables 2a and 2b, where estimates of corresponding buoy- 
ancy fluxes are also included. 
2.3.1. Labrador Sea. In winter months, cold, dry 
air streams out of the arctic over the relatively warm 
surface waters of the Labrador Sea. Large fluxes of 
sensible and latent heat result from the strong winds and 
large air-sea temperature contrasts associated with these 
outbreaks. Over the region the magnitude and distribu- 
tion of the fluxes are modulated by both synoptic-scale 
and mesoscale weather systems [LabSea Group, 1998]. 
The strong northwesterly flow that occurs after the 
passage of an extratropical cyclone can result in heat 
fluxes as large as 700 W m -2. One also often observes 
the de•,elopment of short-lived polar lows in the re- 
gion. 
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TABLE 2a. Heat and Buoyancy Fluxes During Specific Convection Events in the Labrador Sea, the Greenland Sea, and 
the Mediterranean 
Heat Flux, W m -2 
Incoming Back 
Solar • Radiation Latent Sensible Total 
Labrador Sea March 1-8, 1995 (ECMWF) 
Greenland Sea March 3-6, 1989 (ECMWF) 
Mediterranean Feb. 14-18, 1992 (PERIDOT) 
Mediterranean Feb. 18-22, 1992 Poseidon* (all) 
Mediterranean Feb. 18-22, 1992 Poseidon* (nights) 
Mediterranean Feb. 16-20, 1987 (PERIDOT) 
89 -115 -167 -220 -412 
22 -130 -136 -252 -495 
133 -112 -250 -38 -268 
128 -98 -188 -46 -204 
0 -98 -196 -48 -342 
180 -123 -297 -108 -348 
Buoyancy Flux, 10 -8 m 2 s -s 
Thermal Haline Total 
Labrador Sea March 1-8, 1995 (ECMWF) 
Greenland Sea March 3-6, 1989 (ECMWF) 
Mediterranean Feb. 14-18, 1992 (PERIDOT) 
Mediterranean Feb. 18-22, 1992 Poseidon* (all) 
Mediterranean Feb. 18-22, 1992 Poseidon* (nights) 
Mediterranean Feb. 16-20, 1987 (PERIDOT) 
-8.4 -1.7 -10.1 
-4.3 -1.4 -5.7 
-13.5 -2.8 -16.4 
-10.3 -2.1 -12.4 
- 17.3 - 2.2 - 19.5 
-17.6 -3.3 -20.9 
* Poseidon with coefficients from Smith [1988, 1989] for latent and sensible heat loss; and from Schiano et al. [1993] and Bignami et al. [1995] 
for longwave radiation. 
Little is known about the spatial distribution and the 
temporal variability of surface heat fluxes at high lati- 
tudes. This is primarily because conventional heat flux 
climatologies (such as those of Bunker [1976] and Cayan 
[1992]) are based directly on ship reports, of which there 
are very few at high latitudes, particularly in the Labra- 
dor Sea since the withdrawal of OWS Bravo. The hori- 
zontal distribution of heat flux during February 1995 
from ECMWF analyzed fields is shown in Figure 11a, 
suggesting that the highest heat loss is located to the 
northwest of OWS Bravo, near the ice edge (marked by 
the large gradients in Figure 11a). 
The standard deviation of the monthly mean total 
heat flux (not shown) in the Labrador Sea region is of 
the order of 150 W m -2. The variability of the monthly 
means is sensitive to the location and intensity of the 
Icelandic Low. This in turn is associated with the North 
Atlantic Oscillation [van Loon and Rogers, 1978; Wallace 
and Gutzler, 1981] and concomitant changes in the major 
North Atlantic storm track [see Rogers, 1990]. A time 
series of ECMWF fluxes at the Bravo position, shown in 
Figure lib, reveals several maxima over the winter and 
particularly intense cooling in early March 1995. This 
triggered deep convection observed by moored temper- 
TABLE 2b. Typical Winter Meteorological Conditions and Fluxes at the Three 
Convection Sites 
Labrador Greenland 
Parameter Sea Sea Mediterranean 
Air temperature (dry), øC 
Air temperature (wet), øC 
Wind speed u •0, m s- • 
Cloud cover, % 
Precipitation, mm d- • 
Evaporation, mm d- • 
Heat fluxes 
Sensible heat flux, W m -2 
Latent heat flux, W m -2 
Shortwave radiation, W m -2 
Longwave radiation, W m -2 
Net heat flux, W m -2 
Buoyancy fluxes 
Thermal buoyancy flux, 10 -8 m 2 s -3 
Haline buoyancy flux, 10 -8 m 2 s -3 
Total buoyancy flux, 10 -8 m 2 S -3 
-9 -14 8 
-7 -13 5 
13 13 15 
60 60 40 
7 3 5 
6 4 13 
-370 -400 - 150 
- 140 - 140 -400 
80 40 120 
-60 -30 -80 
-490 -530 -500 
10 5 25 
2 1 5 
12 5 30 
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Figure 11a. Spatial distribution of total heat flux in the La- 
brador Sea from the ECMWF model for February 15 to March 
1, 1995. 
ature sensors and an ADCP. The heat flux for March 
1-7, 1995, averaged -400 W m -2, with more than half of 
it by sensible fluxes. The buoyancy flux of 10 -7 m -2 s -3 
is dominated by the thermal component (see Table 2). 
From this time series, one can see the episodic and quasi- 
periodic nature of the fluxes that gives rise to great vari- 
ability. Compared with the magnitude of the heat flux 
variations over short periods of time during the winter, 
the buoyancy contribution of precipitation is rather small. 
2.3.2. Greenland Sea. The central Greenland 
Sea, where convection may occur in late winter, is cov- 
ered by ice during November-January. ECMWF heat 
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flux and wind stress fields are presented in Figures 12a 
and 12b during a period of in situ observations of con- 
vection in the central Greenland Sea during 1988-1989. 
The evolution of the stratification in the underlying 
ocean, together with the periods of ice cover over the 
station as deduced from the ADCP surface backscatter 
[Schott et al., 1993], is presented in Figure 12c. It is clear 
that convection does not occur when the area is covered 
by ice. Brine rejection by ice into the mixed layer during 
November-January plays an important role in precon- 
ditioning [Roach et al., 1993; l/isbeck et al., 1995] and in 
the convective process itself [see Rudels, 1990]. Under 
the ice the mixed layer deepens slowly as the density 
increases (Figure 12c). Southward winds are instrumen- 
tal in exporting the ice and opening the ice-free bay (the 
Nord Bukta, evident in Figure 8). In February, dramatic 
mixed-layer deepening due to strong wind bursts and 
cooling occurs, and deep convection is initiated by the 
large heat loss maximum in early March [Schott et al., 
1993; Morawitz et al., 1996]. The major cooling event of 
March 3-6, 1989, that triggered deep convection 
amounted to a total heat loss of about 500 W m -2, of 
which half was in sensible form (Table 2a). The corre- 
sponding buoyancy flux was 5.7 x 10 -7 m -2 s -3. The 
haline fraction of the buoyancy flux is large in the low- 
temperature conditions of the Greenland Sea and 
amounts to about one quarter of the total. 
2.3.3. Northwestern Mediterranean. Meteoro- 
logical forcing over the Gulf of Lions is primarily a 
consequence of the cold and dry mistral winds that blow 
out of the Rhone valley over the preconditioned cyclonic 
dome (Figure 9) and, to a lesser degree, of the tramon- 
tane from the northwest. Because the water temperature 
is about 12øC and the air temperature only 5øC or so, 
latent and sensible heat fluxes are enormous. Cooling 
rates in excess of 1000 W m -2 have been estimated 
during mistral events [Leaman and Schott, 1991]. 
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Figure 11b. Time series of ECMWF total heat flux during winter 1994-1995 at position Bravo in the 
Labrador Sea. 
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Figure 12. Greenland Sea: (a) Heat flux 
from the ECMWF model near 75øN, 5øW, 
during November 1988 to April 1989, (b) 
the wind vector time series corresponding 
to Figure 12a, and (c) temperature distri- 
bution recorded at moored station near 
74.9øN, 5øW, at 60-350 m, showing grad- 
ual mixed-layer deepening during the pe- 
riod of ice cover and drastic deepening 
after the opening of the Nord Bukta, The 
bar graph on top indicates the presence of 
ice. After Schott et al. [1993]. 
Figures 13a and 13b show the evolution of heat flux 
components and winds from the PERIDOT model, dur- 
ing the 1991-1992 convection event [Schott et al., 1996]. 
The observed winds at coastal stations Pomegues are a 
good indicator of the mistral and those at Cape Bear (for 
location, see Figure 9) monitor the tramontane. Typi- 
cally, the first cooling period occurs during late Decem- 
ber. The mixed layer deepens and, at first, it warms 
before cooling because of higher-salinity, warm water 
being mixed upward (Figure 13c). Several weaker cool- 
ing events followed, completing the preconditioning, so 
that by mid-February the integrated buoyancy loss was 
sufficiently arge that the Second strong cooling evei•t of 
the season induced deep COnvection (Figure 13c). 
The integrated heat fluxes during 1987, when a very 
large patch was generated [Leaman and Schott, 1991] 
(Figure 10b) together with fluxes during 1992, are shown 
in Table 2a. In the period from February 14 to February 
18, 1992 (the largest cooling phase during the convection 
period (Figure 13)) the average heat loss was 286 W 
m -2. During the 1987 convection period, the mean heat 
loss suggested bythe PERIDOT model was 348 W m -2, 
corresponding to a buoyancy flux of 2.1 x 10 -7 m 2 S -3, 
85% of which was due to cooling. 
Shortly after the onset of convection, the R/V Posei- 
don was in the region and bulk fluxes were derived from 
meteorological ship observations. In contrast to other 
winter convection sites, the northwestern Mediterranean 
gains heat during the daytime at rates of up to 500 W 
m -2 (even in February). Thus in Table 2a the heat fluxes 
for the end of that forcing Period, February 18-22, are 
given separately for the night periods, when plumes were 
more vigorously generated, and for the total time period. 
The laighttime heat loss was•342 W m -2 compared with 
only 204 W m 2 for the total p•dOd February 18-23, 1992. 
i n summary then, typical buoyancy fluxes during deep 
convection in the western Mediterranean are !-2 x 10 -7 
m 2 s -3, Extremely high heat losses have been reported, 
exceeding 1000 W m -2, but not during periods that 
coincided with the in situ measurements reviewed here. 
The flux estimates are clearly incomplete because they 
do not include precipitation. The direct contribution of 
precipitation to buoyancy flux, however, is generally 
considered small on the timescale of a few days. It is 
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DOT model near 42øN, 5øE, during December 1991 to April 1992, (b) the corresponding wind vector time 
series from PERIDOT and coastal stations Pomegues and Cap Bear (for positions, see Figure 9), and (c) 
temperature distribution recorded at moored station near 42øN, 5øE, showing mixed-layer deepening, deep 
convection, and restratification. After Schott et al. [1996]. 
certainly important, however, on the preconditioning 
timescale (several months), and it is a factor in interan- 
nual variability [Mertens and Schott, 1998]. 
Meteorological conditions and fluxes at all three con- 
vection sites are drawn together in Table 2b. 
3. CONVECTIVE SCALE 
We now review what is known about the underlying 
hydrodynamics of the convective process in which a 
column of ocean is overturned by convection induced by 
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widespread buoyancy loss at its surface (the "deep con- 
vection" phase in the schematic diagram, Figure 3b). 
The details of the process are inherently complicated but 
may not be crucial for understanding the integral effect 
of convection on the large scale. Thus here we empha- 
size the benefit of thinking about the ensemble proper- 
ties of convection rather than the individual elements. 
We argue that the gross transfer properties of the 
plumes are dictated by demands placed upon them by 
the large scale: that they draw buoyancy from depth at a 
rate sufficient to offset the loss imposed by the meteo- 
rology at the surface. This leads to simple and very 
useful scaling laws and the identification of key nondi- 
mensional parameters that have been very successful in 
bringing order to observations as well as and to labora- 
tory and numerical experiments. 
3.1. Gravitational Instability; "Upright"Convection 
Consider a resting ocean of constant stratification Nth 
(subscript "th" for thermocline) subject to uniform and 
widespread buoyancy loss from its upper surface as 
shown in Figure 14. On the large scale the flow is under 
geostrophic control and is therefore almost horizontally 
nondivergent, so the fluid cannot simultaneously over- 
turn on these scales; rather, the qualitative description 
must be that the response to widespread cooling is one 
in which relatively small convection cells (plumes) de- 
velop. Fluid parcels in contact with the surface (in the 
"thermal boundary layer" sketched in Figure 14) will 
become dense and sink under gravity, driving the "free 
convective layer" below. Buoyancy is drawn upward, 
across the convective layer, offsetting its loss from the 
surface. 
The thermal boundary layer may be thought of as 
being analogous to Howard's [1964] conductive layer in 
laboratory convection between parallel plates, which 
communicates the boundary conditions from the plates 
to the interior of the fluid. However, unlike the classical 
problem, the thermal layer in the open ocean is not the 
rate-controlling one. Jones and Marshall [1993] argue 
that its depth 8, measured against h, that of the free 
convective layer, is given by 
•/h • 1/Pe •/2 
where Pe is a Peclet number measuring the efficiency of 
buoyancy transfer on the plume scale relative to turbu- 
lent processes in the thermal boundary layer. 
In the ocean the thermal Peclet number is large 
(---100); that is, the plumes in the interior are much more 
efficient at transporting properties vertically than the 
turbulent elements that make up the thermal boundary 
layer near the surface. Thus the boundary layer is shal- 
low (perhaps 100 or 200 m deep; see section 3.2.1) 
relative to the scale of the convective cells occupying the 
interior of the fluid. 
3.1.1. Transfer properties of "free convection." 
Many competing effects collude together to control the 
detailed dynamics of the convective layer. However, it is 
Be ½ thermal boundary •/ layer 
free convection l' &.•.•'• i layer 
Figure 14. A schematic diagram showing the convective 
deepening of a mixed layer. An initially resting stratified fluid 
is subject to widespread and uniform buoyancy loss from the 
surface; fluid in the "thermal boundary layer" is directly influ- 
enced by buoyancy loss at the surface, becomes dense, sinks, 
and drives the deepening layer of free convection below. The 
"free convective layer" draws buoyancy from depth at a rate 
that offsets its loss from the sea surface. 
important to realize that irrespective of these details, the 
gross transfer properties of the population of convective 
cells must be controlled by the large scale; the raison 
d'•tre for the overturning is that it must flux buoyancy 
vertically to offset loss at the surface. A useful "law" of 
vertical buoyancy transport can be developed using par- 
cel theory as follows. 
Suppose that the net effect of overturning is to ex- 
change particles of fluid, of buoyancy b • and b2, over a 
depth Az; the particles are labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 14. 
Water made dense by buoyancy loss at the surface sinks, 
displacing lighter water below and releasing potential 
energy to power the convective motion and buoyancy 
flux vertically. 
The change in potential energy Ap consequent on the 
idealized rearrangement of particles is given by 
AP = poAbAz 
where Ab = b• - b 2 is the buoyancy difference of the 
exchanged particles and Po is a representative value of 
the density. Equating the released potential energy to 
the acquired kinetic energy of the ensuing convective 
motion K = 2(3•p0 w2) (there are two particles and 
isotropy has been assumed with velocity scale w), we 
then find 
W2 1 
The implied "law" of vertical heat flux on the plume 
scale is then, using (7), 
•]•p = wAb = (Az/3)•/2(Ab) 3/2 (8) 
where w is the vertical velocity in the plume, Ab is the 
difference in buoyancy of the rising and sinking fluid, 
and Az is the vertical scale over which particles are 
transported by the convective motion. 
Now if, acting in concert, the plumes achieve a verti- 
cal buoyancy flux sufficient to balance loss from the 
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Figure 15. Deepening by upright convection in a numerical 
simulation: (a) Vertical section showing isotherms (solid), 
overturning stream function (dashed) and flow indicated by 
small dashes giving particle displacements during a 30-min 
period. The peak speeds are (0.069, 0.024) m s -• in the 
horizontal and vertical directions; the thick dashed line is the 
prediction of the 1-D law for the depth of the mixed layer 
(equation (10)). (b) Mean vertical temperature profile corre- 
sponding to Figure 15a, showing the stratified layer below, the 
almost vertically homogeneous layer of vigorous convective 
activity, and the adverse gradient at the surface. (c) Time series 
of mixed layer depth. The solid line is the 1-D prediction using 
(10), and circles are model results. 
surface, then •p = •0' Typically, in the Labrador Sea 
during convection, for example (see Table 2b), 
zXz = 1000 m 030 = 10 -7 m 2 s -3 
(equivalent to a heat loss of---500 W m -2 inducing 
convection over the top kilometer). Equation (8) then 
implies (solving for Ab) that the temperature difference 
between upward and downward moving particles (as- 
suming for simplicity that all the buoyancy loss manifests 
itself in temperature change) is only AT • 10-2øC and 
that the intensity of the convective motion is w • 10 cm 
s-1, not untypical ofthe observations (see section 3.4). It 
is notable that such a tiny temperature difference be- 
tween rising and sinking fluid parcels can drive vigorous 
convective motion and achieve such a large heat (and 
buoyancy) flux. With temperature differences across it of 
only a few hundredths of a degree, the convective layer 
is indeed well mixed and stratification within it vanish- 
ingly small, yet it can still easily provide the required 
buoyancy flux. 
3.1.2. Rate of deepening. In the limit that the 
convective layer is vertically homogeneous, and to the 
extent that entrainment of stratified fluid from the base 
of the mixed layer can be neglected (see discussion by 
Turner [1973]), then integration of the buoyancy equa- 
tion 
Db/Dt = B (9) 
(where b is the buoyancy and B - 003/Oz is the buoyancy 
forcing, the divergence of the buoyancy flux 03) tells us 
that its depth h must increase according to 
2 O3odt 
h = Nt h (10) 
assuming that Nth is constant. 
The erosion by convection of a resting, stratified fluid 
considered above can be readily studied in two dimen- 
sions using a nonhydrostatic (incompressible Navier- 
Stokes) numerical model (see Figure 15). The model 
used here is described by Marshall et al. [1997a, b]. 
Convection is induced by a steady and spatially uniform 
buoyancy loss of 030 = 2 x 10 -7 m 2 s -3 from the surface. 
There are no Coriolis effects. Energetic vertical over- 
turning can be seen in a convecting layer several hun- 
dred meters thick, with much weaker flow below. The 
convection cells are vertical and maintain the layer close 
to neutral, apart from an inversion (the "thermal bound- 
ary layer") close to the surface. The interior of this 
mixed layer has a temperature contrast of only a few 
hundredths of a degree over its depth, in accord with 
that implied by the flux law (8). We estimate a depth for 
the mixed layer from the mean temperature profile 
(Figure 15b) and plot its time series in Figure 15c along 
with the prediction (equation (10)). The agreement is 
very close. 
We will return to this example in section 3.6 when we 
consider the influence of angular momentum and rota- 
tional constraints on convection and the "switch-over" 
from convection to baroclinic instability. 
3.2. The Convection Layer 
3.2.1. Mixed patches. Observations of deep, 
mixed patches are sparse because ship surveys are sel- 
dom carried out under the very adverse conditions of 
winter cooling periods. More frequent are observations 
of homogeneous water bodies in the spring or summer 
periods following convection, underneath the newly 
stratified surface layer. 
Several examples of open, deep mixed regimes have 
been documented from winter observations in the Gulf 
of Lions, for example, in 1969, 1987, and 1992 (Figure 9) 
when deep convection occurred in the second half of 
February of each year. The hydrographic observations 
within these convection regimes reveal characteristic 
features that we now discuss in turn. 
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3.2.1.1. Homogeneity of the "mixed" regime: 
The degree of horizontal homogeneity ofthe convection 
patch can be very variable. While in the 1987 observa- 
tions of Leaman and Schott [1991] the homogeneity was 
nearly complete, significant vertical and horizontal tem- 
perature and salinity inhomogeneities remained in the 
deep convection patch of 1992 [Schott et al., 1996], as can 
ho coon œrc•rn elc•qoly qnaeocl cnnchlctivitv-tomnorat•re- 
depth (CTD) profiles in Figure 16. Horizontal standard 
deviations in the patch were 0.015øC and 0.002 psu, 
broadly consistent with the scaling arguments intro- 
duced in section 3.1.1. The mean profiles were warmer 
by 0.06øC and saltier by 0.004 psu at 1500 rn than in the 
upper few hundred meters. In density, however, these 
water mass inhomogeneities were nearly compensated 
(Figure 16c), both for the individual anomalies and for 
the profile-mean gradients. It seems that in 1987 a very 
intense mistral in early January mixed the regime thor- 
oughly and then a second convection event in February 
mixed it again. By contrast, the 1992 convection event 
was briefer and weaker, and plumes. did not have the 
time to homogenize the water to the same degree. One 
might call that latter case incompletely mixed, compared 
with the completely mixed case of 1987. 
In the Labrador Sea, extensive and deep mixed re- 
gimes, but capped by newly stratified surface waters, 
have been observed in summers many months after 
convection periods (e.g., Lazier [1980, 1995] and Figure 
7), with horizontal homogeneities to better than 0.02øC 
and 0.002 psu in the core. However it is not possible to 
know the degree of homogeneity at the time of, or 
qhc•rtl.y after, convecticm In the, •reenland Sea, exten- 
sive deep mixed layers have not been reported, perhaps 
because of the shutdown of Greenland Sea convection 
over the past decade. In 1989, deep convection was 
triggered in the preconditioned region of the Nord 
Bukta and was mapped by towed undulating fish CTD 
measurements [Sandyen et al., 1991] (Figure 8). Individ- 
ual deep mixed profiles were observed within the strat- 
ified environment by conventional shipboard hydro- 
graphic profiling [Rhein, 1991; Schott et al., 1993]. 
Similarly, a CTD survey in the preceding winter, 1987- 
1988, yielded only one homogeneous (to middepth) pro- 
file [Rudels et al., 1989]. On the other hand, inverse 
analysis of integral measurements by acoustic tomogra- 
phy across the central Greenland Sea in winter 1988- 
1989 revealed a cooling anomaly that reached to deeper 
than 1000 m [Morawitz et al., 1996]. The coarse horizon- 
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tal resolution of the acoustic array yielded a lateral scale 
estimate of 50 km or so. Hence the winter 1988-1989 
convection event must have been an incompletely mixed 
case with significant horizontal inhomogeneities. 
3.2.1.2. Deep convection, penetrative or nonpen- 
etrative.•: At the bottom of deep mixed patches, steps 
are often found in the temperature and salinity profiles 
(Figures 16a and 16b) but they are compensated in 
density (Figure 16c), at least as suggested by observa- 
tions available in the Mediterranean. Similarly, steps 
seem to be absent in deep mixed profiles of the Green- 
land Sea. Profiles taken during the spring in the Labra- 
dor Sea and summer after wintertime convection do not 
show density steps at the bottom of the deep mixed 
regime. The evidence then suggests that deep mixing by 
convective plumes is, to zero order, nonpenetrative. Pos- 
sible dynamical explanations are discussed in section 3.5. 
3.2.1.3. lherrnal boundary layer: During active 
convection, density inversions have been observed at the 
top of the mixed layer, the thermal boundary layer 
sketched schematically in Figure 14 and discussed theo- 
retically in section 3.1. Leaman and Schott [1991] found 
that the existence of inversions in the CTD surveys of 
1987 was associated with periods of strong surface cool- 
ing. Density differences between the surface and the 
homogeneous part of the profile ranged up to about 
10 -2 kg m -3 with some indication that the magnitude of
the inversion was inversely related to the layer thickness 
(as seen in Figure 16c). Unlike in the classical problem 
where convection occurs between two perfectly smooth 
plates, we do not believe that the physics of this layer is 
a central factor in controlling the transfer properties of 
the convective layer as a whole. 
3.2.2. Observed and modeled mixed-layer evolu- 
tion. Time sequences of mixed-layer development are 
sparse because observations from ships are infrequent 
and seldom occur during the winter. Moored instru- 
ments can yield time series records throughout a con- 
vection season but are not always in an optimum posi- 
tion and often do not have sufficient vertical resolution 
to accurately chart the development of the mixed layer. 
However, the development of the depth of the mixed 
layer in the Gulf of Lions was successfully observed 
during winter 1991-1992, using CTD casts and moored 
stations. During this period air-sea flux and stratification 
measurements were also available (see Figure 13), en- 
abling one to drive a 1-D mixed-layer model and com- 
pare the results. 
We have argued in section 3.1.1 that free convection 
is a very efficient transferring agent and does not require 
large vertical buoyancy gradients to support it. A simple 
model that assumes that the convective layer is vertically 
homogeneous, such as that of Kraus and Turner [1967] 
(see also Niiler and Kraus [1977] and, briefly, section 
5.1.2 for a review), might then be expected to capture 
many of the gross effects of the convection on the large 
scale (see, for example, Lascaratos et al. [1993]), at least 
in the initial phase of the process. Here we compare 
observations of mixed-layer deepening over a convection 
season with the evolution of the layer as predicted by this 
simple 1-D model (due to Rahmstorf [1991] but concep- 
tually similar to that of Kraus and Turner [1967]). Should 
the column become statically unstable as a result of 
buoyancy loss at the surface, convective adjustment is 
performed until the layer is vertically mixed with no 
density gradient at the base. In addition, mixed-layer 
deepening due to wind stirring is also taken in to account 
through a turbulent kinetic energy equation. The model 
was initialized with CTD casts obtained in mid-Decem- 
ber 1991 and stepped forward using fluxes from the 
French PERIDOT weather-forecasting model. Broadly 
similar fluxes were obtained when calibrating coastal 
meteorological station data against ship measurements 
[Mettens, 1994]. 
The density changes are calculated from temperature 
and salinity using a linearized equation of state of the 
form of (3). A series of temperature and salinity profiles 
from near 42øN, 5øE in the center of the deep mixed 
patch is shown in Figure 17a, along with model predic- 
tions. The development of mixed-layer salinity in the 
model for the upper 150 m and for the Levantine Inter- 
mediate Water layer of 150-500 m also compares favor- 
ably with the CTD observations (Figure 17a). When the 
mixed layer reaches into the salinity maximum of the 
LIW layer (see Figure 2c), the surface salinity (and 
temperature) increases. 
Model runs have been compared with observations of 
the depth of the mixed layer assuming static erosion of 
the stratification due to surface buoyancy loss alone (i.e., 
when all entrainment erms are set to zero). Departures 
occur when the mixed layer is shallow, and wind mixing 
is important, but the ultimate depth reached by convec- 
tion depends solely on the surface buoyancy flux and is 
independent of entrainment. As was discussed above, 
observations how that deep convection below the wind- 
affected layers is typically nonpenetrative. 
Visbeck et al. [1995] used the same model to study 
mixed-layer development during the Greenland Sea Ex- 
periment of 1988-1989, when intermediate-depth con- 
vection was observed [Schott et al., 1993]. The model was 
driven by ECMWF fluxes (Figure 12) and initialized 
with the November 1988 stratification from observa- 
tions. Only a fraction of the surface cooling is now felt, 
through ice-free areas and conduction through the ice, 
by the underlying ocean. Moreover, an additional buoy- 
ancy flux must be included that represents the effect of 
brine rejection on ice formation and subsequent ice 
export. Comparison with the observations were most 
favorable (Figure 18) when an ice export of 8 mm d -1 
over the winter period was taken into account and the 
cooling rate below the ice was reduced by 40%. The 
observed interannual variability in the depth of convec- 
tion, in particular that no convection below 400 m oc- 
curred in 1990-1991, could then be reproduced by the 
simple model. Such modeling work suggests that ice, and 
then ice export, is a key player in the convective process 
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in the central Greenland Sea by facilitating the necessary 
reduction of mixed-layer stability. 
In summary, simple mixed-layer models can be suc- 
cessfully used to represent the evolving mixed layer and 
interior mixed patch properties on short timescales. 
However, lateral advection plays an increasingly impor- 
tant role as time progresses and can dominate over 
seasonal and interannual timescales. 
3.3. Plume Dynamics 
Once a mixed layer is established, subsequent convec- 
tion occurs into fluid in which N 2 • 0. Accordingly, we 
now consider convection into a neutral fluid of depth h, 
and review physically motivated scaling ideas that have 
been very influential in the development of our under- 
standing of ocean convection and have provided orga- 
nizing principles. We draw out two particular aspects 
that are of considerable theoretical interest. First, the 
Earth's rotation may have an influence on the convective 
process itself in the ocean. If convection reaches very 
deep and the associated timescales are sufficiently long, 
then the "stiffening" of the fluid by the Earth's rotation 
could be felt by the convective elements, the plumes, 
themselves. Second, the convective process is spatially 
localized in the ocean, and lateral as well as vertical 
exchange of buoyancy and fluid is important: convection 
can give way to baroclinic instability. This latter theme, 
that of the role of baroclinic instability, will be intro- 
duced toward the end of this chapter but will be the 
central focus of attention in section 4. 
3.3.1. Scaling ideas. Imagine that loss of buoy- 
ancy associated with a sustained surface flux of magni- 
tude •0 drives convection in to a homogeneous fluid of 
depth h as illustrated schematically in Figure 19. A layer 
of 3-D, buoyancy-driven turbulence will deepen as the 
plumes that make it up evolve in time, penetrating into 
the fluid below. Ultimately, the convection will extend 
down to the depth h. Let us suppose that in the initial 
stages, plumes extending into the convective layer are so 
small in scale that they cannot feel the finite depth h. 
Furthermore, for times t << f-•, rotation is unimpor- 
tant; only •0 remains as the controlling parameter. It is 
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Figure 19. A schematic representation of the evolution of a 
population of plumes under rotational control sinking in to a 
homogeneous fluid of depth h, at a latitude where the Coriolis 
parameter is f, triggered by buoyancy loss •o. If the fluid is 
sufficiently deep (as drawn here) the plumes that make up the 
convective layer will come under rotational control on the scale 
grot' 
then not possible to construct scales for the depth, 
buoyancy, or velocity of the plumes. The convective 
process must evolve in time, and we suppose that it 
proceeds in a self-similar way. The following scales can 
be formed from •0 and t (a more detailed account is 
given by Jones and Marshall [1993] and Maxworthy and 
Narimousa [1994]): 
l- (•0t3) •/2 (11a) 
u - w - (•0t) •/2 (lib) 
b (Oao/t) 
where l is a measure of the scale of the convective 
elements. 
3.3.1.1. Scale constrained by the depth: If it is 
the depth h that ultimately limits the scale of the cells 
then putting l = h in (11a), the following scaling is 
suggested [Deardorff, 1985], independent of rotation: 
l-/norot- h (12a) 
U •-' Unoro t = (•;•0h) 1/3 (12b) 
b •-. b norot = ( •;• •/h) (12c) 
The subscript "norot" indicates that these are the scales 
adopted in the absence of rotation; these are the scales 
implicit in the flux law equation (8). 
3.3.1.2. Scale constrained by the Earth's rotation: 
If h is sufficiently large then the evolving convection will 
come under geostrophic control before it arrives at the 
depth h. The transition from 3-D buoyancy-driven 
plumes to quasi-2-D, rotationally dominated motions 
(represented schematically in Figure 19) will occur as t 
approaches f- • at which point, replacing t by f- • in 
equation (11), the following scales pertain [see Fernando 
et al., 1991]: 
grot- (•0/f3) 1/2 (13a) 
U •-' Uro t = (•o/f) 1/2 (13b) 
b • bro t = (•;•0)•) 1/2 (13c) 
where the subscript "rot" (for "rotation") has been used 
to denote the scales at which rotation begins to be 
important. Golytsin [1980] appears to have been the first 
to write down the scales (13). Relations (12) and (13) are 
enumerated in Table 3 for a range of buoyancy fluxes 
typical of deep convection. 
At these scales the plume Rossby number is unity: 
U Urot 
Ro= = 1 
fl f/rot 
It should be noted that the foregoing scales are inde- 
pendent of assumptions concerning eddy viscosity and 
diffusivity, provided that they are sufficiently small; they 
are the velocity, space, and buoyancy scales that can be 
constructed from the "external" parameters •0, f, and 
h. However, the constants of proportionality in (12) and 
(13) will be dependent on viscous/diffusive processes 
and can be determined experimentally from laboratory 
and numerical experiments (see section 3.5.1 and equa- 
tion (18)). 
Helfrich [1994] has vividly illustrated possible rota- 
tional constraints on convective plumes in the labora- 
tory. Figure 20 shows a sequence of photographs from 
an experiment in which a salt solution, dyed for flow 
TABLE 3. Velocity, Buoyancy, and Space Scaling in the Open-Ocean Deep Convection Regime 
Scaling 
Heat Flux Heat Flux Heat Flux Heat Flux 
= 100 W m-2; = 500 W m-2; = 1000 W m-2; = 1500 W m-2; 
Buoyancy Flux Buoyancy Flux Buoyancy Flux Buoyancy Flux 
= 5.00 X 10 -8 m 2 s -3 = 2.25 x 10 -7 m 2 s -3 = 5.00 X 10 -7 m 2 $-3 = 7.25 X 10 -7 m 2 
/rot, km (•o/f3) •/2 
Urot, m s -• (•o/f) •/2 
bt .... t, m s -• (•oh) •/3 
Ro* •/21f3/2h 
/p, km hX/•* 
0.22 0.47 0.71 0.85 
0.02 0.05 0.07 0.09 
0.04 0.08 0.09 0.12 
0.11 0.24 0.35 0.43 
0.67 0.97 1.19 1.31 
Here h = 2 km and f = 10 -4 s -1 
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(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 20. A sequence of photographs from a laboratory experiment carried out by Helftich [1994]. The 
effects of rotation are evident in Figures 20d through 20f. The radius remains nearly constant, and the front 
falls to form a columnar structure, which ultimately undergoes geostrophic adjustment o form an anticyclonic 
conical eddy of dense fluid on the tank bottom. 
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visualization, was introduced into a rotating volume of 
fresh water. As the plume sinks it will fold in (entrain) 
fluid from the surroundings, leading to expansion in the 
lateral scale of the plume as it reaches farther down. 
However, if the neutral layer is sufficiently deep, the 
entraining plume will attain a lateral scale at which it 
becomes "aware" of rotation before it strikes the bot- 
tom. This inhibition of lateral growth in the presence of 
rotation is a consequence of the existence of "Taylor" 
columns that impart rigidity to the fluid column and that 
resist lateral displacement. In view of the foregoing 
discussion, one might expect this lateral scale to be a 
function of/rot' In the experiment shown in Figure 20, 
the buoyancy flux and rotation rate were such that/rot 
was much less than the water depth. Figures 20a to 20c 
show the early evolution before rotation becomes im- 
portant. The effects of rotation are evident in Figures 
20d through 20f. The radius remains nearly constant, 
and the front forms a columnar structure, which ulti- 
mately undergoes geostrophic adjustment to form an 
anticyclonic, conical eddy of convected fluid on the tank 
bottom. The radius of the column is found to scale very 
closely with an appropriately defined/rot' 
A consideration of angular momentum constraints 
readily suggests that if rotation is indeed felt on the 
convective scale, radial inflow at upper levels will spin up 
cyclonic vorticity and radial outflow below anticyclonic 
vorticity (see Chandrasekhar [1953, 1961]; Verenis 
[1959], who addressed the problem from the perspective 
of linear theory; and also Davey and Whitehead [1981]). 
Thus, superimposed on the overturning circulation, 
there will be lateral circulation, cyclonic above, anticy- 
clonic below. The degree of lateral circulation depends 
on the degree to which the fluid is stiflened by rotation 
(i.e., the smallness of the natural Rossby number intro- 
duced now in section 3.3.2). The horizontal swirling 
motions may be important agents of horizontal mixing 
(see Julien et al. [1996b] and section 3.5.2). 
3.3.2. Nondimensional numbers. We now con- 
sider the important nondimensional parameters that 
govern ocean convection. 
3.3.2.1. Natural Rossby number: The consider- 
ations discussed above suggest hat if lrot/h is small, one 
might expect to see an upper convective layer beneath 
which plumes, under rotational control, extend down to 
the bottom, as shown schematically in Figure 19. 
The natural Rossby number [Maxworthy and Nari- 
meusa, 1994; Jones and Marshall, 1993] 
Re*: h - (14) 
is a measure of this ratio, comparing the scale /rot, at 
which convection comes under the influence of the 
Earth's rotation, with the total depth of the convective 
layer h. Some authors [e.g., Raasch and Etling, 1991; 
Julien et al., 1996b] use the term "convective" Rossby 
number, which differs from (14) only in the value of the 
exponent (1/3 rather than 1/2). Julien et al. [1996b] 
include a short history of convective Rossby numbers. 
Marshall et al. [1994] discuss the physical content of (14) 
at length. 
How large is Re* in the ocean, and how do typical 
oceanic and atmospheric values compare? Typical ver- 
tical heat fluxes achieved by a population of convective 
elements are comparable in atmospheric and oceanic 
convection; indeed, they have to be because heat loss to 
the atmosphere drives convection in the ocean. The 
buoyancy fluxes are very different, however, with the 
vertical buoyancy flux in the atmosphere exceeding that 
in the ocean by many orders of magnitude. If the two 
fluids achieve the same heat flux, the ratio of the buoy- 
ancy flux is 
• atmos DwCw 
=--• 105 
•ocean paOtCaT•a 
where p is the density, c is the specific heat, and o• is the 
coefficient of thermal expansion ofwater, with O• -• the 
analogous quantity for air (where Oa is a typical air 
temperature). Subscripts w and a represent water and 
air, respectively. 
Inserting typical meteorological values (see Table 2b), 
we find that atmospheric buoyancy fluxes are some 10 s 
times greater than oceanic buoyancy fluxes, giving an/rot 
of 100 km or more in the atmosphere, compared with 
only 100 m or so in the ocean. Typical vertical scales of 
convection in the atmosphere are set by the depth of the 
troposphere, h = 10 km, giving Re* • 10; the convec- 
tion "hits the ceiling" before it feels the effect of rotation. 
Contrast this with the ocean. At the site of deep 
convection in the western Mediterranean Sea, for exam- 
ple, where h • 2000 m, f • 10 -4 s -•, and heat fluxes 
in excess of 800 W m -2 have been observed, •0 • 4 x 
10 -7 m 2 s -3 [Leaman and Schett, 1991] then Re* = 0.3. 
Deep convection encompasses regimes from the Labra- 
dor Sea to the Weddell Sea, and so relevant ranges for h 
are 1000 m to 4000 m, •0 from 10 -7 m 2 s -3 to perhaps 
5 x 10 -7 m 2 s -3 (see Tables 2 and 3) and f from its 
Mediterranean value up to 1.5 x 10 -4 s -1 in polar 
oceans. Consequently values of Re* from---0.01 to 1 are 
most relevant to oceanic deep convection suggesting that 
rotation cannot be ignored even on the plume scale (see 
Table 3). In summary, then, Re* is large in the atmo- 
sphere but small in the ocean. 
Finally, in view of the importance of Re* in the 
development of ideas about the plume-scale and mixed- 
patch dynamics, it is useful to have a number of inter- 
pretations of it. Using the rotational scaling outlined 
above, Re* is a measure of the fraction of the total 
depth that a particle reaches in a rotation period. Alter- 
natively, one can think of Re* as a measure of the 
number of vertical excursions a particle makes in a 
rotation period; strong forcing makes the particle un- 
dergo many circuits in a day and rotation is felt little. 
The square of Re* is a nondimensional measure of the 
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strength of the forcing, comparing G0 with f3h2; a ve- 
locity scale fh times a measure of acceleration, f2h. 
Finally, as we shall see in section 4, its square root is a 
measure of the radius of deformation relative to the 
depth of the ocean, pertaining after the convective over- 
turning of an initially unstratified ocean has ceased. 
3.3.2.2. Rayleigh, laylor, and Nusselt numbers: 
In addition to Ro* there are a variety of other nondi- 
mensional parameters that help us to interpret labora- 
tory and numerical studies in terms of the observations. 
The influence of diffusion of momentum and buoyancy 
may be characterized by the flux Rayleigh number 
(which is independent of f), 
•h 4 
- Raf- K2 v
where v and K are the ("eddy") viscosity and thermal 
diffusivity respectively, or by the Taylor number, 
Ta =Ek 2= (16) 
and Ek is the vertical Ekman number. Boubnov and 
Golitsyn [1990] employed a regime diagram that divides 
the (Raf- Ta) plane into the following regions, for 
increasing flux Rayleigh number and Taylor number: (1) 
the conduction regime, in which diffusion suppresses 
convective instability, (2) a regime of regular structure, 
in which convection takes the form of uniform cells, (3) 
a geostrophic turbulence regime, and (4) a fully turbu- 
lent regime. 
Appropriate values of Raf and Ta for oceanic deep 
convection are not known with any certainty because the 
turbulent processes must be represented by eddy viscos- 
ities and diffusivities, which are not distinct from the 
convective process itself. For this reason, Klinger and 
Marshall [1995] attempt to characterize the flow in terms 
of (Raf, Ro*), rather than the more common choice 
(Raf, Ta). The former pairing leads to a tidy division of 
the external parameters between a viscous/diffusive pa- 
rameter independent of rotation (Raf) and a rotational 
parameter independent of diffusion (Ro*). This is es- 
pecially useful for application to the ocean because 
although Ro* is rather readily calculated for convection 
in the ocean, Raf depends on poorly known values of 
eddy diffusivity. 
A Nusselt number can be defined that compares the 
convective to the diffusive buoyancy transport: 
•p Nu = 
•Ab/h 
Here Ab is the buoyancy difference between two flat 
plates and • is a diffusivity (for buoyancy). This problem 
differs considerably from our (and indeed most other) 
geophysical problems because in nature a buoyancy flux 
is demanded from the fluid, rather than a Ab imposed, 
and there is no lower boundary. Nevertheless, suppose 
that using (15), we substitute for •p in to the above 
expression for the Nusselt number. Then, identifying 
Ra = Abh3/• 2 as a Rayleigh number, the flux law 
derived in section 3.1 (equation (8)) implies 
Nu --- Ra •/2 
The Ra •/2 dependence is the only one that gives a flux 
law (that in (8)) that is independent of the diffusivity. 
This should be contrasted with the 1/3 or 2/7 debate of 
the "hard turbulence" community, who are attempting 
to understand laboratory plume convection (see the 
discussion of Werne [1995]). In hard turbulence the 
nature of the thermal boundary layer (i.e., how the heat 
gets from the plate in to the body of the fluid) is the 
rate-controlling process and is crucial in setting the 
character of the free convective layer between the plate. 
One is then led to scaling laws that are sensitive to 
boundary conditions (no-slip 2/7 or slip 1/3) and depend 
on the molecular diffusivity •. This makes the relevance 
of these laws to geophysical f uids problematical (for a 
further discussion of these issues, see Emanuel [1994]). 
Given that ocean convection is not in a regime con- 
trolled by molecular processes, with momentum and 
heat being carried by turbulent processes that are not 
distinct from the convection itself, it is appropriate to set 
v = K and assume that the Prandtl number is unity: 
Pr = v/• (17) 
where v and • are an eddy viscosity and diffusivity, 
respectively. 
3.4. Observations of Plumes in the Ocean 
3.4.1. Space and velocity scales of plumes. 
Given the technical limitations of observing 3-D, small- 
scale phenomena in the ocean, it is not possible to 
rigorously test the scaling arguments presented in the 
last section with field observations; that is more sensibly 
done by controlled laboratory and numerical experi- 
ments as described in section 3.5. However, one can look 
for broad consistency between observations and the 
scales set out in Table 3. 
In MEDOC 1970, the first field experiment with di- 
rect measurements, downward velocities of 12 cm s -• 
were observed by a rotating float [Voorhis and Webb, 
1970]. The floats resided at constant depth and were 
equipped with fins that made them rotate in a field of 
vertical motion. The character and scale of the convec- 
tive elements could not be determined. In the Labrador 
Sea, however, Gascard and Clarke [1983] found from two 
closely separated floats that one showed a downward 
motion of 9 cm s -• and the other underwent oscillatory 
motion, suggesting a decorrelation scale of the order of 
lkm. 
With the advent of self-recording acoustic Doppler 
current profilers, detailed observations in convection 
regimes were made possible. Time series of ADCP ver- 
tical velocity records from the different convection sites 
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Figure 21. ADCP time series of vertical velocities measured uring deep convection events: (a) Gulf of 
Lions, 1987; (b) Gulf of Lions, 1992; (c) Greenland Sea, 1989; (d) Greenland Sea, 1995; and (e) Labrador Sea, 
1995. All show short-period, strong downward motions resulting from the plumes with weaker upward motion 
in between. 
are shown in Figure 21 for the periods of late winter 
cooling. The first experiment using moored ADCPs was 
carried out in the Gulf of Lions in early 1987, after deep 
convection had occurred [Leaman and Schott, 1991; 
Schott and Leaman, 1991]. A mistral with heat fluxes 
reaching 500 W m -2 caused vertical motions of up to 13 
cm s -• with duration of only 1-2 hours at the moored 
sites (Figure 21a). Vertically coherent downward flow 
over the 300-m observational range of the ADCPs was 
observed. From the advection speeds recorded and the 
passage time of the plume past the Eulerian measure- 
ment, its horizontal scale was estimated to be of O(1 
km). Determination of the sense of horizontal rotation 
of an advected feature from Eulerian measurements is 
rather difficult because one has to determine how the 
moored station cuts the plume. Plumes were found to be 
associated with horizontal circulation but without a pre- 
ferred sense of rotation [Schott and Leaman, 1991]. 
A plume experiment with moored ADCPs both near 
the surface (200- to 550-m depth) and at middepth 
(1100-1400 m) was carried out by Schott et al. [1993] in 
the central Greenland Sea (the position of GSM is 
marked in Figure 8). Convection there was found to be 
weaker than in the Mediterranean experiment of 1987 
with much more sporadic occurrence of plumes (Figure 
21c). One event was found (Figure 22) where vertically 
sheared advection from the east carried a plume past the 
site; the plume was slanted westward because of the 
stronger currents at upper levels. When the upper part 
of the plume arrived, currents at the 400-m level were 
deflected to the south, suggesting cyclonic rotation, 
while currents at -1200 m were deflected to the north, 
suggesting anticyclonic rotation and in agreement with 
angular momentum considerations ( ee section 3.3.1). 
Much more intense vertical velocities were observed at 
that site in winter 1994-1995 (Figure 21d). 
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Figure 22. (a) Time-depth plots of verti- 
cal velocities during a plume passage in the 
central Greenland Sea. (b) Horizontal 
ADCP currents at depths of 403-437 m and 
1180-1214 m. 
In an experiment with a triangular, 2-km-side array in 
the Gulf of Lions during winter 1991-1992 (see Figure 
9), three ADCPs simultaneously covered the range 200- 
500 m at the stations, and a fourth one extended the 
range at one station down to 600 m. A time series of the 
vertical velocities from the preconditioning period (mid- 
December 1991 into spring 1992) is shown in Figure 2lb 
for one of the ADCPs at a depth of 280 m. In the early 
part of winter the ADCP was still located in the stratified 
intermediate layer, and the mistral of late December 
caused a burst of internal wave energy. Deep convection 
occurred during February 18-23 (Figure 2lb) within the 
confines of the region marked in Figure 9, but the mixed 
patch was much less homogeneous than during 1987. 
Another way to estimate horizontal plume scales is to 
use the beam spreading of the four beam ADCPs (see 
Figure 23). With a 20 ø beam angle, the beams are sep- 
arated horizontally by 200 m at a vertical distance of 
300 m from the transducer. Hence the increase of deco- 
rrelation with increasing transducer distance allows es- 
timates of the horizontal scale. Comparing the results of 
artificial plume models with the measured decorrelation 
scales, M. Visbeck (private communication, 1994) con- 
cluded that the plumes indeed had horizontal scales of 
500-800 m. 
The strong diurnal cycle of the heat flux, changing 
from 200 W m -2 during the day to 400 W m -2 cooling at 
night (Figure 24a), allowed an estimate of the lifetime of 
plumes that were generated at night. With an rms plume 
velocity of 2 cm s -•, plumes hould begin to be detected 
at the 300-m level ---4 hours after the cooling begins to 
be effective (i.e., after the buoyancy gain caused by 
daytime warming has first been erased, here typically 3 
hours). Vertical velocity variance picked up drastically at 
about 2200 (Figure 24c), in reasonable agreement. After 
cooling stopped, the vertical velocity variance decayed 
from a level of 6-9 cm 2 s -2 during the night and morn- 
ing hours to only 1-3 cm 2 s -2 in the afternoon and early 
evening (Figure 24c); this yields a plume decay timescale 
of a mere 6 hours. 
Vertical velocities measured by ADCPs might not be 
due solely to plumes, because active migration of zoo- 
plankton scatterers can amount, on occasions, to several 
centimeters per second. However, the comparison of the 
described variances during the mistral with those from 
the quiet period before (February 5-15) shows that this 
effect was minor compared with the plume activity (Fig- 
ure 24c). 
In the Labrador Sea, where convective activity had 
been large in the early 1990s, an ADCP was deployed 
over the winter 1994-1995, covering the depth range 
150-440 m. In early March, vertical velocity events with 
temporal and vertical velocity scales typical of other sites 
were observed (Figure 21e). Maximum speeds were 7 cm 
s -•, and the vertical velocity variance during the forcing 
phase was 1.5 cm 2 s -2. Despite widespread convection i  
the Labrador Sea during the observing periods, these 
vertical motions appear to be somewhat less intense than 
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Figure 23. Time-depth plots of vertical ve- 
locities from the four ADCPs in the triangular 
moored array, February 22, 1992, showing du- 
ration and depths of plumes (for location see 
Figure 9): (a) position A1, 100- to 280-m and 
360- to 630-m depth; (b) position A2, 320- to 
580-m depth; and (c) position T6, 320- to 
580-m depth. 
those associated with the strong mistral case of the 
Mediterranean. 
Do plumes entrain on their way down? One would 
then expect to find cells that widen with depth. An 
increase of horizontal scale with depth could not be 
established by analysis of the ADCP beam spreading, 
and neither was there a significant increase of passage 
timescale with depth [Visbeck, 1995]. This issue remains 
unresolved on the basis of the presently available in situ 
measurements. 
In summary, convection cells of scales between a few 
hundred meters and 1 km have been observed by direct 
measurements at all three major convection sites. Plume 
scales are in reasonable agreement with the scaling ar- 
guments presented above based on the observed buoy- 
ancy fluxes (see Table 4). The evidence from the obser- 
vations suggests that the plumes appear to decay before 
they become subject to the effects of the Earth's rota- 
tion. So far there is insufficient evidence to observe 
lateral entrainment by plumes, but plumes do not seem 
to entrain significantly at the bottom of the convective 
column. 
3.4.2. Net vertical mass-flux of a population of 
convective plumes. A law of vertical heat transport 
for a collection of plumes was developed in section 3.1. 
We consider here the role of plumes in the net vertical 
mass transport and deep water formation rate. 
On the large scale, stretching/compression f Taylor 
columns on the rotating Earth generates horizontal cir- 
culation, thus enabling one to relate the net vertical 
velocity over an area to the time rate of change of the 
circulation around the patch of ocean: 
0 • 0W 'area Ot u . dl = f Oz 
where 1•2 area is the vertical velocity averaged over the 
patch and f is the Coriolis parameter. Observations in 
the Gulf of Lions [Schott et al., 1996] suggest hat the 
change in circulation around the periphery of a convec- 
tion patch over a few days does not exceed 20-30 cm s -•. 
The above formula then yields a net w of less than 0.1 
mm s -• over a patch 50 km in diameter and 1 km deep. 
This is a very small vertical velocity, tiny compared with 
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Figure 24. (a) Mean diurnal heat flux cycle 
during Gulf of Lions convection. February 18- 
23, 1992; (b) vertical velocity, hourly means, 
and standard deviations; and (c) vertical veloc- 
ity variance at 280- to 340-m depth during 
(February 18-23) and prior to (February 5-15) 
deep convection showing generation and decay 
timescales of plumes. (From Schott et al. 
[1996].) 
those associated with individual plumes and so small as 
to be insignificant in the context of deep-water forma- 
tion. We conclude (the arguments are developed in 
more detail by Send and Marshall [1995]) that the plume 
scale does not play a significant role in vertical mass 
transport: downwelling in a plume is almost entirely 
compensated by upwelling local to that plume. However, 
the plumes are very efficient mixers of properties (see 
discussion in section 3.1). This has important implica- 
tions for the way in which plumes are parameterized in 
numerical models (see section 5). Evidently, the ultimate 
sinking of the homogenized column to its neutrally buoy- 
ant level occurs on much longer timescales and, we 
believe, is associated with geostrophic eddy dynamics 
(Figure 3c). A further implication is that the rates of 
deep water formation (for example, the number of sver- 
drups of Labrador Sea Water formed) cannot be com- 
puted directly from measurements (or deductions) of 
vertical velocity w; these are vanishingly small when 
integrated over the mixed patch. Instead, it is best to 
relate rates directly to the volumes of homogenized fluid 
created in the mixing phase. 
For example, suppose that convection has created 
dense water over an area .4 down to a depth h. The 
volume created is .4h. Taking, for example, .4 = ,r(60 
km) 2 and h = 1 km, values typical of the Mediterranean 
[see Send et al., 1995], we obtain a deep water formation 
rate of 1.1 x 1013 m 3 per year. This is -0.3 Sv, from just 
one event and in approximate agreement with the ob- 
served outflow of deep water through the Strait of 
TABLE 4. Comparison of Observed Length and Velocity Scales of Convective Elements, Deduced From ADCP Field 
Observations, With Scaling Laws Developed in Section 3.3 
Parameter Labrador Sea (1995) Greenland Sea (1989) Mediterranean (1992) 
Depth of convection, m 1800-2200 800-1500 1100-1500 
Buoyancy flux, m 2 s -3 l0 X 10 -8 6 X 10 -8 20 X 10 -8 
Coriolis parameter, s-• 1.2 X 10 -4 1.4 X 10 --4 0.98 X 10 --4 
Ro * = •/2/(fa/2h ) 0.1 0.1 0.4 
Nonrotating 
w = (•oh) i/a, cm s -1 6.4 4.5 7.7 
l = h, m 2000 1500 1800 
Rotating 
Wrot = (•o/f)l/2, cm s- 1 3.2 2.1 5.5 
/rot = (•o/fa) •/2, m 260 150 560 
Observations 
Wobs, cm s -• 8 6 10 
Plume diameter, m 1000-1500 600-1000 800-1000 
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Gibraltar [Bryden and Stommel, 1984; Bryden and Kinder, 
1991]. Observed volumes and water mass transformation 
rates in the Labrador, Greenland, and Mediterranean 
Seas are reviewed in section 4.1. 
3.5. Numerical and Laboratory Studies of Oceanic 
Convection 
3.5.1. Laboratory experiments. Laboratory stud- 
ies of rotating convection have a long history (see, for 
example, Nakagawa and Frenzen [1955], Rossby [1965], 
and, more recently, Boubnov and Golitsyn [1986, 1990], 
Fernando et al. [ 1991], Maxworthy and Narimousa [ 1994], 
and the book by Boubnov and Golitsyn [1995] and ref- 
erences therein). They can be classified into two broad 
categories: convection from horizontally homogeneous 
sources [Fernando et al., 1991] and convection from 
isolated patches (see the review of Maxworthy [1997]). 
We will postpone a discussion of the latter until section 4. 
Fernando et al.'s [1991] rotating experiments from a 
homogeneous ource are in the geostrophic turbulence 
regime, having an Raf in the range of 2 x 10 •2 to 9 x 
10 •2 and a Ta of 109 to 2 x 10 TM. The natural Rossby 
number was not employed by Fernando et al. [1991], but 
we can deduce from their published parameters that 
Ro* ranged from 0.0006 to 0.033 in their study and from 
'--10 -4 to unity in that of Boubnov and Golitsyn [1986, 
1990]. 
Fernando et al. [1991] showed that the scaling equa- 
tions (12) and (13) are appropriate for the nonrotating 
and rotating (low Ro*) cases. For the case of horizon- 
tally uniform convection, they estimated that the rms 
velocity and integral length scales of rotationally af- 
fected convection is in accord with (13) with scaling 
factors thus: 
l = 3-2/rot (18a) 
u = 2.4Urot (18b) 
b = ].75brot (18c) 
The values inferred from numerous other studies are 
also broadly consistent with (18). 
In the rotating case, Fernando and collaborators also 
found that the convective u and b were independent of 
depth and time, at least at distances greater than '•5/ro t 
from the boundary where a heat flux was imposed. 
Similar experiments were carried out at small Ro* by 
Maxworthy and Narimousa [1991, 1994] and Brickman 
and Kelley [1993]. Focusing on the first stage of the flow, 
Maxworthy and Narimousa [1994] also found that veloc- 
ities scaled with /grot' The experiments of Boubnov and 
Golitsyn [1990] also showed that the velocity scale was 
relatively insensitive to f in the fully turbulent regime. 
There remain a number of unresolved issues, how- 
ever. There is no clear confirmation of the role of/rot in 
setting the lateral scale of convection; however, see 
Helfrich [1994], Ayotte and Fernando [1994], and Fer- 
nando and Ching [1994], where such dependence is evi- 
dent in the case of the single plume. Boubnov and 
Golitsyn [1990] present an empirical law for the lateral 
plume scale, which is dependent on the Rayleigh and 
Taylor numbers, and has nothing to do with (18). 
3.5.2. Numerical experiments. Numerical stud- 
ies of rotating convection clearly demonstrate the fea- 
tures schematized in Figure 19 and observed in the 
laboratory (see, for example, Figure 20). Figure 25 
shows currents and temperatures in a very high (---50 m) 
resolution non-hydrostatic numerical experiment 24 
hours after vigorous cooling (800 W m -2) was applied at 
the surface of an initially resting unstratified, rotating 
ocean where Ro* = 0.1 and Raf = 109 [see Jones and 
Marshall, 1993; Klinger and Marshall, 1995]. As the cool- 
ing persists, plumes penetrate progressively deeper into 
the interior, lowering the mean base of the convective 
layer, and, in time, distribute the influence of intense 
surface heat loss over the whole depth of the ocean. A 
linear equation of state (equation (3)) was used, and 
there was no salt. In Figure 26a the horizontal velocity 
variance (u '2 + V'2) 1/2 at day 2 is plotted as a function 
of depth for this series of experiments, normalized with 
respect o the nonrotating scaling/gnorot (equation (12)). 
Velocities in the (essentially) nonrotating experiment 
with f = 10 -6 S -1 do indeed scale as/gnorot: the curve is 
centered on unity in Figure 26a. However, we see that in 
the "high-rotation" regime, typical eddy velocities de- 
crease as the rotation rate increases, as is suggested by 
the scaling (13). Figure 26b again plots (u '2 + v'2) 1/2 
against depth but now normalized with respect to /grot 
(equation (13)). The normalized velocities from all the 
high-rotation experiments collapse on to the same line 
centered on unity; /grot is indeed the velocity scale 
adopted by the plumes. Note that it is only the velocities 
in the f = 10 -6 S -• case (essentially f = 0) that appear 
anomalous when scaled with respect to the rotational 
velocity/grot' 
Laboratory experiments reported by, for example, 
Maxworthy and Narimousa [1994] and Coates et al. [1995] 
suggest hat the numerical experiments presented above 
and those by Jones and Marshall [1993] may overempha- 
size the role played by rotation in oceanic plume-scale 
dynamics. The consensus of the laboratory experimen- 
talists is that rotational effects are felt only when Ro* < 
0.1, rather than Ro* < 0.7 or so in the (rather more 
diffusive) numerical experiments of Jones and Marshall 
[1993]. 
Sander et al. [1995] investigate the dependence of 
plume scaling on numerical diffusivities. As long as the 
numerical fluid is inviscid enough, the scaling (13) re- 
mains pertinent, but the constant of proportionality be- 
tween, say, the modeled u and the scaled u, /grot, de- 
pends on diffusion, as does the transition between 
rotational and nonrotational regimes. This has some 
practical relevance because typical values of Ro* in the 
ocean are just in this transitional range: 0.1 -• 1. It seems 
that deep convective plumes in the ocean are not dom- 
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Figure 25. Numerical simulation of convection i duced by surface cooling in an initially neutral, unstratified 
rotating fluid in a 10 x 10 x 2 km doubly periodic box. Fields are plotted after 1 day of integration. The 
horizontal resolution of the model is 50 m. The vertical resolution varies from 6 m at the surface to 100 m at 
middepths: (a) horizontal section of vertical velocity at middepths (z = 1 km); (b) pattern of horizontal 
currents at z = -1 km; (c) an east-west section, chosen to pass through the downwelling center apparent at 
x = 4.5 km; (d) a horizontal section of in situ temperature at middepths (z = -1 kin). 
inated by rotation, but they may be influenced by rota- 
tion in important ways (see below). 
The approach of Jones and Marshall [1993] is that of 
a large eddy simulation (LES) and uses highly simplified 
closure assumptions (Laplacian diffusion of heat and 
momentum with constant diffusivities). Even the most 
sophisticated LES assume that the turbulence is isotro- 
pic and homogeneous, o making gross assumptions 
about the nature of the small-scale turbulence. (Mason 
[1994] gives a critical review of the method in the atmo- 
spheric ontext; 'see Garwood et al. [1994], Denbo and 
Skyllingstad [1996], and ?aluszkiewicz et al. [1994] for 
examples of LES applied to ocean convection.) How- 
ever, rotating convection is strongly anisotropic, both 
because of the nature of the plumes, which are stiffened 
by rotation, and because of the organization of the flow 
by rotation. The advantage of LES is that simulations 
with Rayleigh numbers approaching realistic values can 
be made; its disadvantage is that results obtained using 
this method may depend on assumptions implicit in the 
assumed closure hypotheses. 
An alternative approach is that of direct numerical 
simulation (DNS), in which all the dynamically active 
scales of motion, down to the Kolmogorov scale, are 
resolved. It is being pursued by Kerr et al. [1995] and 
Julien et al. [1996a] but, because of the enormous com- 
putational costs, is limited in the range of Ra it can 
study. However, anisotropies in mixing properties and 
boundary layer processes can be examined by DNS with- 
out any preimposed bias. Because realistic Ra cannot be 
examined, the DNS approach instead searches for scal- 
ing behavior in the solutions and then extrapolates to 
realistic values, assuming that the flow remains in the 
same dynamical regime. Studies of Rayleigh-Benard 
convection using DNS by Julien et al. [1996b] push up to 
Ra = 108 and Ta = 10 9. Although not in a parameter 
regime directly applicable to the ocean, they nonetheless 
reveal an important influence of rotation on the dynam- 
ics of convective plumes, making them less penetrative 
than they might otherwise be. 
At sufficiently large diffusive timescale compared to 
advective timescale, convective plumes impinging on 
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Figure 26. Horizontal velocity variance (a) nor- 
malized with respect to the nonrotating scaling 
U norot and plotted as a function of depth over the 
convective disk, and (b) normalized with respect 
to Urot and plotted as a function of depth. From 
Jones and Marshall [1993]. 
stable stratification may overshoot their neutral buoy- 
ancy level and penetrate into the stably stratified region. 
This may result in entrainment of fluid from below and 
a reverse buoyancy flux at the base of the convective 
zone [Deardorff et al., 1980]. This reverse flux can lead to 
a sharpening of the pycnocline at the base of the mixed 
layer, a faster rate of deepening of the convective layer, 
and a transfer of properties between the stable layer and 
convective layer. Observations, however (see section 
3.2.1), suggest that entrainment is not commonly seen at 
the base of deep mixed layers. The direct numerical 
simulations of rotating convection by Julien et al. [1996a] 
suggest one possible explanation: they show that rota- 
tion significantly decreases entrainment and reduces re- 
verse buoyancy fluxes. The localized cyclonic vortices 
associated with plumes of low Rossby number lead to a 
quasi-2-D vortex dynamics, stirring the fluid in horizon- 
tal planes (see Figure 27). This enhanced lateral mixing 
inhibits the vertical transports of density anomalies and 
leads to the establishment of a finite negative tempera- 
ture gradient (rather than the homogeneous mixed layer 
seen in nonrotating convection). The magnitude of the 
adverse temperature gradient, although enhanced 
over that seen in the nonrotating case, is rather small, 
however, for typical oceanographic parameters and 
conditions [see Klinger and Marshall, 1995]. In the 
field it would be very difficult to isolate from other 
effects. 
We discuss how these results are modified by nonlin- 
earities in the equation of state in section 3.7. 
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Figure 27. The vertical component of vorticity from direct 
numerical simulation where the convective Rossby number = 
0.21. (a) A vertical section through the convective layer and 
into the penetration zone. (b) The horizontal section at the top 
of the convective layer. Cooling corresponding to a flux Ray- 
leigh number of Raf = 1.4 x 10 • is applied at the upper 
surface, into an initially stably stratified volume. The maximum 
value on the vorticity scale corresponds to 26f, where f is the 
Coriolis parameter. Vertical vorticity is concentrated in sur- 
face-intensified, localized cyclonic vortices as a result of fluid 
convergence into convection plumes. Adapted from Julien et al. 
[1996a] with permission from Elsevier Science. 
trying to return the b surface to the horizontal (-by). 
What are the consequences of the presence of this 
thermal wind on the convective process? 
3.6.1. Slantwise convection. Let us again con- 
sider overturning in the (y, z) plane, as sketched in 
Figure 14, but now in the presence of more generalized 
rotational and angular momentum constraints (see Fig- 
ure 28). If there are no downstream (x) variations, then 
strips of fluid conserve their absolute momentum: 
m - u -fy (20) 
where u is the zonal velocity. 
If u were zero or a constant then lines of constant m 
would be vertical: the fluid is stiffened parallel to the 
rotation vector, and m varies only horizontally. This is 
the 2.5-D analogue of the rotational stiffness discussed 
in section 3.3. If m is conserved following fluid elements 
(here the elements are imagined to be strips of fluid 
extending in x to _+ oc), then they will acquire a speed u = 
-fay on moving a distance By, or /,tro t On moving a 
distance /rot, where /rot is the rotational scale given by 
(13). If fluid sinks in convection the m surfaces are 
squeezed together at the top inducing cyclonic vorticity, 
pushed out below generating anticyclonic vorticity there. 
Now suppose that the combination of rotation and 
lateral density gradients leads to a zonal flow in thermal 
wind balance and so u is not constant. Equation (20) 
again places important constraints on the convective 
process. Moreover, the m surfaces are now tilted over if 
du/dz -• O, and they will induce fluid particles to move 
along slanting, rather than vertical, paths; the upright 
convection of Figure 15 will become slantwise, as is 
(a) 
3.6. Role of Lateral Inhomogeneities 
Thus far we have discussed the convective deepening 
of a mixed layer in the absence of lateral inhomogene- 
ities. In the ocean, however, there are many sources of 
lateral inhomogeneity, such as lateral shears, fronts, and 
preexisting eddies. Indeed, the "normal" state of affairs 
in mixed layers (drawn schematically in Figure 28) is one 
in which the density varies in the horizontal across the 
mixed layer (because of more vigorous convection on 
one side of it than the other, for example). On the large 
scale, in geostrophic and hydrostatic balance, a "thermal 
wind" current u(y, z) will develop given by 
fu z -- -by (19) 
representing the balance between differences in (Corio- 
lis) "overturning forces" (fuz) and the action of gravity 
(b) 
/.•therrnal wind 
, •, •'©•' , 
', ',Xo',.'x ',.X ',. 
Figure 28. (a) Lateral gradients in mixed-layer depth and 
density induced by spatial inhomogenities in the buoyancy 
forcing and/or the preexisting stratification. The mode of buoy- 
ancy transfer through the mixed layer can change to one in 
which fluid parcels are exchanged laterally in, for example, 
baroclinic instability. (b) Schematic diagram showing angular 
momentum (m) and buoyancy (b) surfaces in the presence of 
a thermal wind shear. 
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sketched in Figure 28b. (In practice, particles may take a 
"zigzag" route, particularly if the sinking branch is tra- 
versed very quickly. Ultimately, however, the particle 
"realizes" that it is in the "wrong" position and moves 
across to where its m matches the surroundings.) The 
stability of the layer will depend on the sign of Vb 
measured in the m surface, or the sign of the absolute 
vorticity normal to the b surface (corresponding to a 
centrifugal instability). Both viewpoints are complemen- 
tary and entirely equivalent. Emanuel [1994] calls this 
more general mixed instability "slantwise convection." 
The stability depends on the sign of the potential vor- 
ticity (PV), 
1 
Q = • xl' Vb (21) 
a measure of the stratification Vb in the direction of xl = 
211 + curl v, the absolute vorticity vector, or, equiva- 
lently, a measure of xl normal to b surfaces. 
The present discussion makes it clear that the pres- 
ence of 211 cos (lat) Coriolis terms will also have the 
effect of tilting over the m surfaces even in the absence 
of a background zonal flow, because then m = -fy + 
az, where a = 211 cos (lat) is the horizontal component 
of the Coriolis force [see Denbo and Skyllingstad, 1996]. 
Parcel theory can be readily (and rigorously) em- 
ployed to analyze the stability of a zonal flow in thermal 
wind balance to overturning in a vertical plane while 
conserving angular momentum. It yields exact results 
(see, for example, Emanuel [1994] or Haine and Marshall 
[1998]). It can be shown that, and as is in accord with 
one's physical intuition, if Q is negative, then the flow is 
convectively unstable to so-called "symmetric instabili- 
ties"; slantwise convection might then be expected to 
ensue and return the Q of the layer to zero, the state of 
marginal stability: 
Q < 0 • convection (22) 
Theoretically, then, one has compelling arguments that 
strongly suggest hat (1) if Q < 0, then convection will 
occur, and (2) the end state of the convective process will 
be one in which Q •- 0. Note, however, that in general, 
this will correspond to the vanishing of N 2 measured 
along the m surfaces rather than in the direction of 
gravity. These ideas are readily borne out in numerical 
experiments. 
Consider again the numerical experiment presented 
in Figure 15 and discussed in section 3.1.1. We now 
repeat it but m•ko. tW..C• changes' (1) we introduce the 
possibility of rotational control by including f and mak- 
ing the model 2.5-D (y, z) with no x variations, so that 
zonal strips of fluid conserve angular momentum and (2) 
introduce a meridional gradient in the cooling to induce 
lateral buoyancy gradients and so support a zonal wind. 
The cooling rate increases across the channel follow- 
ing a hyperbolic tangent variation. Thus there is weak 
surface forcing in the southern third of the channel, 
fairly constant densification in the northern third equiv- 
alent o a heat loss of 800 W m -2, and a sharp transition 
in between. A linear equation of state is specified de- 
pendent on temperature alone and the resolution is 
sufficient to represent gross aspects of the convective 
process. Figure 29a shows the numerical solution after 9 
days of cooling of an initially resting stratified fluid in 
which N/f = 10. It is clear from the isotherms and 
stream function that the overturning motions cause fluid 
to move systematically in slanting paths and therefore 
maintain a nonvanishing stratification in the region that 
is being actively mixed. Here the contours of absolute 
momentum m are closely aligned with the isotherms, 
indicating that the potential vorticity (PV) is close to 
zero. The temperature field alone is ambiguous at high- 
lighting the regions of active overturning. Rather, poten- 
tial vorticity is the key dynamical variable as shown by 
Figure 29b. There are distinct plumes, of negative PV, 
draining the surface source of negative PV into the 
interior. 
The integration was carried on for another 24 hours, 
but now with the surface cooling switched off. Figure 29c 
shows that after cessation of cooling the convection 
rapidly dies away leaving a layer with very small poten- 
tial vorticity (around 1% of the undisturbed value) but, 
significantly, nonvanishing vertical stratification. The 
plumes of negative PV have been mixed away by the 
symmetric instability, erasing density gradients along 
absolute momentum surfaces, over a timescale consis- 
tent with the prediction of the parcel theory, but leaving 
the end state vertically stratified. 
These ideas help in clarifying, and form a context in 
which to think about, the effect of convection on the 
large scale and the parameterization of convection in 
large-scale models (see section 5). 
3.6.2. Switchover from convection to baroclinic 
instability. We have argued that spatial inhomogeni- 
ties in the buoyancy forcing and/or the preexisting strat- 
ification induce lateral gradients in mixed-layer depth 
and density. Now, if the angular momentum constraint 
of section 3.6.1 is relaxed, the mode of buoyancy transfer 
through the mixed layer can change to one in which fluid 
parcels are exchanged laterally in baroclinic instability. 
Suppose that we perform an experiment identical to that 
shown in Figure 29 but now in a 3-D domain allowing 
zonal variations to break the angular momentum con- 
straint. It is found that baroclinic instability ultimately 
takes over as the primary agency of buoyancy transfer 
through the convection layer. A typical example of the 
flow development is shown in the "bird's eye" view of 
Figure 30. The near-surface fields of temperature reveal 
a progression from plume-scale convection at day 3 to 
finite amplitude baroclinic instability at day 6, with a 
mature field of geostrophic turbulence by day 9. A 
surface-intensified jet evolves in balance with the across- 
channel temperature gradient, with the eddying part of 
the flow dominating. Because there is no stress applied 
at the ocean surface, the global zonal momentum cannot 
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Figure 29. Vertical sections of (a) temperature 
and (b) Ertel potential vorticity (PV) normalized by 
the PV of the initial condition, both at day 9, from 
the 2.5-D integration for the central part of the 
channel, and (c) the solution at day 10, after the 
surface cooling has ceased for 24 hours, showing the 
close alignment of m and b surfaces, indicative of 
vanishingly small PV. In each figure the flow and 
1-D mixed-layer depth are shown as in'Figure 14. 
Peak speeds (v, w) are (0.11, 0.050) m s -• in the (y, 
z) directions. From Haine and Marshall [1998]. 
change, and eastward flow at the surface is compensated 
by a westward current below. The length scale for the 
baroclinic instability at day 6 is -5 km, somewhat larger 
than the prediction of Stone's [1970] nonhydrostatic lin- 
ear instability analysis of -3 km [see Haine and Mar- 
shall, 1998]. For typical mixed-layer depths of 200 m, 
stability analysis predicts, and explicit calculations con- 
firm, that baroclinic waves with length scales of 0(5 km) 
develop with timescales of a day or so. 
A fascinating and central aspect of the convective 
process in the ocean, then, is the interaction between 
convection and baroclinic instability, which we see being 
played out in Figure 30. As time progresses the fluid 
finds it more efficient to transfer buoyancy by the latter 
process rather than the former. Moreover, in the ocean 
(and unlike the atmosphere) there is no significant scale 
separation between the convective and the baroclinic 
eddy scale. Before returning to this theme in section 4, 
we briefly mention complications that arise from the 
nonlinearity in the equation of state of seawater. 
3.7. Complications Arising From the Equation 
of State of Seawater 
The density of seawater is a rather complicated func- 
tion of temperature, salinity, and pressure. Often a sim- 
plified equation of state of the form (3) can be used. 
Then, irrespective of whether fresh water or heat fluxes 
are imposed, the density equation behaves in a symmet- 
rical way. However, this is not always the case, particu- 
larly when the water is cold. Then nonlinearities in the 
equation of state manifest themselves more strongly, and 
in extreme conditions the water may change phase to 
form ice (the interaction of convection with ice is outside 
the scope of the present review, but see Kaempf and 
Backhaus [1998, and references therein] and Gawark- 
iewicz et al. [1997]). In addition, the molecular diffusivity 
of salt and heat differ by a factor of 100, leading to 
"double diffusion." We consider now, briefly, how some 
of these effects may influence and change the "pure" 
hydrodynamics considered thus far. 
3.7.1. lhermobaric effects. The thermobaric ef- 
fect is the name associated with the pressure depen- 
dence of the thermal expansion coefficient o•. It is neg- 
ligible in the Mediterranean Sea, small in the Labrador 
Sea, but important in the Greenland Sea (see Table 1). 
For example, evaluation of the equation of state in the 
roughly 3øC water of the top kilometer of the Labrador 
Sea shows that 0p/00 can be approximated to within 12% 
by a constant value. In colder water, however, such as in 
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Figure 30. The evolution of the tempera- 
ture at a depth of 65 m at (a) 3, (b) 6, and (c) 
9 days, in which the zonal angular momentum 
constraint operating in Figure 29 is relaxed. 
We see the convection evident in Figure 30a 
give way to baroclinic instability in Figure 
30c. The color version of this figure appears 
on the cover of this issue. 
the Greenland and Weddell Seas, Op/O0 displays a 
greater sensitivity to pressure. 
Gill [1973] and Killworth [1979] first recognized the 
role of thermobaric enhancement of thermal expansion 
in their calculations/models of hydrostatic stability in the 
water column in the Weddell Sea. They showed that a 
plume of saline water could experience an additional 
decrease in stability as it flows downward because of the 
thermobaric effect. 
Consider, for example, the Greenland Sea. For water 
with 0 •-- -IøC, and 34.8 < S < 35 psu, typical of the 
Greenland Sea, a good approximation to the density is 
(B. Klinger, unpublished manuscript, 1993) 
p = -•'0 + •'S- •Op (23) 
where o•' and [3' and e are constants and constant terms 
and those that depend on p alone have been subtracted 
out. The term -eOp in (23) is the thermobaric effect. 
For water in this range of 0 and S, the constants have the 
value o•' = 0.0329 kg m -3 øC -•, [3' = 0.8 kg m -3 psu -•, 
and œ = 0.0306 kg m -3 øC -• (10 7 Pa) -•, ifp is measured 
in thousands of decibars (so that a$p of 1 is equivalent 
to depth change of 1 km), 0 is in degrees Celsius, and S 
is in practical salinity units. 
Thermobaric effects make it possible to generate con- 
ditional instabilities if salinity stratification is partially 
balanced by thermal stratification (as is typical in the 
Greenland Sea, where a cold, fresh layer overlies a warm 
salty layer). These classes of instability are mathemati- 
cally analogous to conditional instabilities of a moisture- 
laden atmosphere (reviewed by Emanuel [1994]; see 
Garwood et al. [1994] for a review of thermobaric con- 
vection). It appears, though, that such effects are not 
often driving factors in the water mass transformation 
process but can act as important modifiers. 
Consider, for example, a two-layer fluid in which 0 
and S jump by an amount A0, AS, across the interface 
at pressure Ph. From (23) the density jump across the 
interface is given by 
Ap- •'AS- (o•' + eph)AO (24) 
Suppose we displace a particle on one side of the inter- 
face by an amount (in pressure) dp, then the difference 
between the density of the particle and its surroundings 
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is (again using (23)) dp= -Ap + œAOdp. The condi- 
tion for thermobaric instability is that dp> 0 and will 
occur when 
dp >/•p/œ/•0 
which, using (24), can be expressed as (see B. Klinger, 
unpublished manuscript, 1993) 
dpc= -• X• 1 + •-7Ph • (25) 
where dpc is the critical pressure change. For conditions 
typical of the Greenland Sea, h = 200 m, A0 = 1.5øC, 
and AS = 0.118 psu, we find that dpc = 78 bars or 
780 m. Thus particles must be displaced a substantial 
distance to trigger instability in this manner. 
Thermobaric effects can readily be detected in nu- 
merical simulations of deep-reaching plumes, however. 
Sander et al. [1995] repeat the nonhydrostatic calcula- 
tions of Jones and Marshall [1993] but with a more 
realistic equation of state and show that thermobaric 
effects lead to enhanced vertical accelerations in the 
water column. Gatwood et al. [1994] and Denbo and 
Skyllingstad [1996], using LES models, also find impor- 
tant modifications to the vertical profile of buoyancy flux 
in deep polar sea thermal convection. 
3.7.2. Double-diffusive convection. The molecu- 
lar diffusivity of dissolved salt in water is about 100 times 
less than its thermal conductivity. This can trigger static 
instability when the vertical heat and salt gradients op- 
pose each other in their effects on density. Because such 
warm-salty and cold-fresh correlations are so common in 
the ocean and turbulence is generally weak away from 
topography, double-diffusive ffects are thought to be 
nearly ubiquitous [Schmitt, 1994] and may play a role in 
water mass transformation. At high latitudes the cold, 
fresh over warm, salty stratification often observed fa- 
vors the diffusive-convective instability. In this case a 
series of thin interfaces alternates with convectively 
stirred layers to provide an enhanced upward heat flux 
with only a small salt transport. Numerous observations 
of such "staircases" have been reported in both Arctic 
and Antarctic seas. Padman and Dillon [1987, 1988] 
found extensive diffusive layering in the Beaufort Sea 
and Canadian Basin in the Arctic. Muench et al. [1990] 
report diffusive layering to be a common feature over 
much of the Weddell Sea. They estimate an upward heat 
flux of 15 W m -2 that helps maintain ice-free conditions 
in the summer. The effect of such heat loss with little salt 
exchange is to provide a subsurface cooling of the af- 
fected water mass without air-sea exchange. Carmack 
and Aagaard [1973] and McDougall [1983] have pro- 
posed that this is an important effect for the transfor- 
mation of Atlantic Water into Greenland Sea Bottom 
Water. Within the Arctic itself, Carmack et al. [1997] 
have reported on a major recent change in middepth 
water mass properties because of a strong incursion of 
warmer, saltier Atlantic Water. This is likely a result of 
double-diffusively driven lateral intrusions, which can be 
traced for distances greater than 2000 km across the 
basin. The water mass transformations caused by double 
diffusion within the Arctic Basin may play an important 
role in preconditioning the waters exported through 
Fram Strait to the convection region of the Greenland Sea. 
Another role for the diffusive-convective instability 
arises when a layer of cool, fresh water "caps off" the 
upper ocean. This is a common situation in the high- 
latitude ocean, where coastal runoff and ice melt can 
have a major impact on near-surface stratification. As a 
fresh water cap is progressively cooled by winter heat 
flux, the potential for diffusive convection at the base of 
the mixed layer increases. Because the double-diffusive 
process transports heat but not much salt, it has a 
stabilizing effect on the stratification. This may prevent 
or delay the convectively driven deepening of the mixed 
layer that would be expected in the absence of diffusive 
convection. An implementation of this effect in a 1-D 
model improved agreement between it and the observed 
evolution of mixed layer temperature, salinity, and depth 
in a winter-cooled warm-core ring [Schmitt and Olson, 
1985]. Only a few preliminary efforts to incorporate such 
processes in larger-scale circulation models have been 
made [Zhang et al., 1998], though Kelley [1990] provides 
a suitable parameterization. 
4. DYNAMICS OF MIXED PATCHES 
The plumes reviewed in section 3 act in concert to 
homogenize an extensive patch of ocean. We now review 
what is understood of the dynamics of the mixed patch as 
a whole. The defining feature of homogeneous patches is 
that properties (such as T and S) are mixed by convec- 
tion, leading to a local diminution of property gradients 
interior to the patch but an enhancement of gradients 
around the periphery (see the schematic diagram in 
Figure 3). This localization in space makes the problem 
distinct from the myriad classical studies of convection 
rooted in the Rayleigh problem (convection between 
two plates extending to _+•); as one might anticipate, in 
the ocean edge effects ultimately come to dominate the 
evolving flow fields. Large horizontal buoyancy gradients 
on the edge of the convection patch support strong 
horizontal currents in thermal-wind balance with them: 
the "rim current." If the patch has a lateral scale greater 
than the radius of deformation, then baroclinic instabil- 
ity theory (see section 4.3.2) tells us that it must break up 
into Rossby-radius-scale fragments. We shall see that 
baroclinic instability plays a dominant role in the dynam- 
ics and thermodynamics of the mixed patch, orchestrat- 
ing the exchange of fluid and buoyancy to and from it. 
Indeed one can consider the process of water mass 
transformation in deep convection as an extreme exam- 
ple of the "switchover" from convection to baroclinic 
instability introduced in section 3.6.2. 
After reviewing some of the relevant observations, we 
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consider the overturning of a neutral, rotating fluid to an 
extended but localized loss of buoyancy. We then go on to 
consider the same problem but in a stratified rotating fluid. 
4.1. Observed Volumes and Water Mass 
Transformation Rates 
Here we review what is known of the scales, volumes, 
and water mass transformation rates that are associated 
with mixed patches. As was emphasized in section 3.4.2, 
a deep mixed patch is not akin to a chimney, in which a 
downdraft carries water to deep layers. Rather, it is a 
volume of water mixed by the action of convection. The 
rate at which a water mass is formed in a transformation 
event is thus related to the volume of the mixed patch 
that is subsequently absorbed into the surrounding wa- 
ters via geostrophic eddy exchange and deep boundary 
currents. In a typical winter, perhaps only one deep- 
mixing event occurs per region and regime, but occa- 
sionally a previously mixed site that has already partially 
exchanged its properties is stirred up again. 
4.1.1. labrador Sea. In the Labrador Sea, moni- 
toring of convection over many years occurred at Bravo 
(Figure 5, site B), but that did not yield information on 
the lateral extent of the deep-mixed regime. However, 
during February and March 1997, R/V Knorr conducted 
an extensive hydrographic survey of the Labrador Sea 
during a period of active convection as part of the 
Labrador Sea Convection Experiment [see LabSea 
Group, 1998]. The spatial variability in the CTD casts 
was remarkable. Intrusions were prevalent, and often 
the downcast race would differ significantly from that of 
the upcast. Some of this rich structure may be due to the 
proximity of the convection to the boundary, where 
strong contrasts exist between resident water masses 
(R. Pickart, personal communication, 1997). 
In recent years, several repeats of the WOCE AR-7 
hydrographic sections have been carried out, which runs 
through Bravo across the Labrador Sea to Greenland. 
They reveal large mixed patches, of about 500 km in 
lateral extent (J. R. Lazier, The Labrador Sea after 
winter convection: 1990-96, submitted to Journal of 
Physical Oceanography, 1997), but these surveys all took 
place in the summer, many months after mixing oc- 
curred (see Figure 7). In 1976, Clarke and Gascard 
[1983] observed a smaller patch of about 200 km in scale 
when production was low. Combining with observations 
from 1978, they estimated that the extent of the patch in 
the alongshore direction was -450 km (marked in Fig- 
ure 5). With a depth of 1750 m this gives a volume of 
1.2 x 10 TM m 3, corresponding to a transformation rate of 
3.9 Sv over the year. This estimate is similar to Wright's 
[1972] deduction of the transformation rate based on 
heat budget considerations, who obtained 3.5 Sv. Worth- 
ington [1976] estimated that a volume of water of 6 x 
1013 m 3 is cooled every ear to below 4øC, which yields a 
somewhat smaller transformation rate of 2 Sv. 
If the deep mixed patch of the early 1990s was of 
cylindrical shape with a diameter of 500 km and a depth 
of 2 km, then a water mass of volume 3.8 x 10 TM m 3 is 
transformed, and if this is taken as annually released 
LSW, the flux would amount to 12.7 Sv. This is an upper 
limit, appropriate to the period of extremely active LSW 
thickness and production of the early 1990s. Further- 
more, as shown by the summer AR-7 sections, LSW is 
not "flushed out" each year; subsequent winter convec- 
tion acts on previously formed LSW, reducing the aver- 
age annual transformation rate. 
4.1.2. Greenland Sea. In the Greenland Sea, 
deep convection was not active during the 1980s, when 
intense surveys were made. Indirect evidence from the 
active convection period of the 1970s, for example from 
tracer concentrations, has allowed estimates of renewal 
times to be made [e.g., Schlosser et al., 1991] and these 
have been compared with those of the subsequent qui- 
escent period [Rhein, 1991]. However, direct evidence of 
the extent of convection regimes is sparse. The 1989 
preconditioned patch within which individual plumes 
subsequently developed is sketched in Figure 8. In 
1996 a small patch of about 30-km scale was observed 
near 75øN, 3øW (J. Backhaus, personal communication, 
1997). As was discussed in section 2.2.2, the existence 
and extent of Greenland Sea deep-mixed regimes are 
confined to the limits of the Nord Bukta. Transforma- 
tion rates from the Greenland Sea Project (GSP) surveys 
of 1989 are still being deduced (J. Meinke, personal 
communication, 1997). 
4.1.3. Mediterranean Sea. The logistical advan- 
tage of the closeness of the Gulf of Lions convection 
regime to the southern coast of France has permitted 
several observations of the scales and winter develop- 
ment of the deep-mixed regime in different years. Ex- 
tents of the deep-mixed patches observed in 1969, 1987, 
and 1992 are sketched in Figure 9. The mixed patch 
created in 1987 must have been a record one because it 
occurred in the year of greatest winter heat loss during 
the past three decades [Mettens and Schott, 1998]. How- 
ever, the observation was taken during February 17-23, 
when a second mistral had reopened the stratification, 
which had been evolving from a mixing event associated 
with the mistral of January 10-12, 1987. In early Febru- 
ary, between the two mistrals, the surface expression of 
the homogeneous water mass had shrunk to about half 
of the size sketched in Figure 9 [Leaman and Schott, 
1991]. From hydrography taken in 1992, the volume of 
transformed water masses was estimated to be 1.5 x l0 •3 
m 3 [Schott et al., 1994]. Inferences from acoustic tomog- 
raphy suggested a lower value of 0.95 x 10 •3 m 3, how- 
ever [Se_nd et al., 1995]. These values correspond to 0.5 
Sv and 0.3 Sv of annual renewal, respectively. 
Recently, Krahmann [1997] estimated the water mass 
transformation rates by calculating a water mass census 
from a newly composed hydrographic limatology of the 
western Mediterranean. He estimated a deep water pro- 
duction rate in the northwestern Mediterranean of 1.8 _+ 
0.6 x 10 •3 m 3 yr -1, corresponding to 0.6 _+ 0.2 Sv. The 
newly formed deep water comprises 1.3 x 10 •3 m 3 of 
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(b) 
Figure 31. (a) Side view of plumes descending from the disc at the surface under rotational control. This is 
the most rapidly rotating melting-ice experiment, with Ro* = 0.03 and a 15-s rotation period. (b) Cones 
marked by dye showing the geostrophically adjusted end state of the convective process after ice has melted 
and hence cooling has ended. 
Levantine Intermediate Water and 0.5 x 10 •3 m 3 of 
Modified Atlantic Water. Earlier, Bethoux [1980] esti- 
mated 1.35 x 1013 m 3 from the evaluation of the then 
sparser hydrographic database. 
4.2. Mixed Patches in Numerical and Laboratory 
Experiments 
In section 3 we described experiments in which con- 
vection was induced by uniform buoyancy loss at the 
surface of the fluid. Here we consider the problem in 
which convection is induced by an extended but finite 
patch of cooling. 
4.2.1. Mixed patches in unstratified fluids. Stud- 
ies of the convective overturning of neutral fluids are of 
importance because they enable one to focus on the role 
of rotation in isolation from stratification effects. They 
also have some practical oceanographic relevance be- 
cause deep convection sites are (almost by definition) 
rather weakly stratified and well mixed (see section 
3.2.1). We shall see that Ro* emerges again as a key 
nondimensional parameter of the "patch," along with 
r/H, a measure of the aspect ratio of the convection 
patch of lateral scale r and depth H. 
4.2.1.1. laboratory analogues: Convection in- 
duced by disk-shaped sources has been studied by Brick- 
man and Kelley [1993], Maxworthy and Narimousa [1994], 
Whitehead et al. [1996], Coates and Ivey [1997], and 
Narimousa [1997], all being motivated, in part, by the 
oceanographic context. Because of its simplicity (it can 
be carried out at home using a record player as a 
turntable and a dyed melting ice disk as a source of 
buoyancy loss), we now briefly describe a series of ex- 
periments performed by J. Whitehead and B. Racine in 
Woods Hole in 1991. They are described in more detail 
by Marshall et al. [ 1994]. 
A disc of colored ice was gently floated on the surface 
of a rotating tank of water 10 cm or so deep. Convection 
cells were observed to form and extend to the bottom 
beneath the ice (see Figure 31a). As the ice melted, 
small eddies formed and migrated away from the edge of 
the ice. The melting of the ice induced a buoyancy loss of 
•0 • 6 x 10 -6 m 2 s -3 and with rotation rates of 15 s or 
so, a rather small Ro* = 0.03. Other rates of rotation 
were used ranging Ro* up to a value of unity, the range 
of interest in the ocean (see Table 3). 
By the time the ice was completely melted, the cooled 
fluid had broken up in to about half a dozen eddies that 
continued to spread apart with time. A side view of the 
dyed water is shown in Figure 3lb. The eddies are 
conical in shape, with cold water (tagged with dye) 
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spreading out over the bottom but "contained" by rota- 
tion. Above each conical eddy, pronounced counter- 
clockwise (cyclonic) circulation was observed, with little 
circulation in the convected fluid itself. This picture is 
consistent with the upper cyclonic circulation being as- 
sociated with a low pressure that "holds up" the placid 
lens of dense fluid. On the large scale, cyclonic circula- 
tion built up around the periphery of the ice, and simul- 
taneously, anticyclonic circulation started to develop at 
the bottom. This is readily understood from a consider- 
ation of angular momentum and its conservation be- 
cause fluid flows inward near the top and outward below. 
One of the important messages to be taken from this 
experiment is again that "chimney" is a misleading 
name: the convection site does not function as a pipe 
down which fluid flows and thence spreads laterally 
away. Rather, the plumes act as mixing agents, churning 
the column vertically. On scales somewhat (but not 
much) larger than the plume scale, however, rotation 
has a controlling influence, and the lateral spread of the 
dense body of convected fluid is constrained almost 
immediately by the Earth's rotation. The "spreading 
phase" is a geostrophic process in which baroclinic in- 
stability is one of the key mechanisms. 
In another important study, Maxworthy and Nari- 
mousa [1994] combined laboratory experimentation with 
scaling arguments to determine the size and velocity 
scales of newly formed baroclinic vortices (the cones 
seen in Figure 3lb) generated by surface buoyancy loss 
over an extended but finite patch. Salty water was intro- 
duced over a central circular region using a shower head 
so that the convectively processed water could escape 
the forcing and geostrophically adjust under rotation 
and gravity, mimicking the fate of convected fluid. 
Maxworthy and Narimousa [1994] argued that after 
convection has ceased, convectively modified fluid is 
found in geostrophically adjusted cones, the remnants of 
the mixed patch broken up by baroclinic instability into 
radius-of-deformation-scale fragments. The aspect ratio 
of the cones of dense fluid, lcone/h, scales with the 
(square root of the) natural Rossby number of the sys- 
tem thus: 
/cone lp 1 (#'h) •/2 •/4 
-• • • = • f = f3/4 h 1/2: Ro* 1/2 (26) 
where #', the reduced gravity, has been assumed given 
by b ro t from (13c) and Ro*, depending only on "exter- 
nal" parameters, is the natural Rossby number discussed 
in section 3.3.2). 
The experiments of Maxworthy and Narimousa [1994] 
ranged Ro* from 0.08 to 1.0, spanning the oceano- 
graphically relevant range. The slope of the experimen- 
tal data could be rationalized in terms of the scaling 
arguments reviewed in section 3.3. In particular, it was 
found that the velocity and space scale of eddies shed by 
the baroclinically unstable, convectively driven vortex 
could be expressed as a function of Ro*, consistent with 
predictions of baroclinic instability theory and the nu- 
merical experiments of Jones and Marshall [1993] (see 
below). The experiment also provided constants of pro- 
portionality that depend on the nature of the (rotation- 
ally influenced) entrainment process. 
These laboratory experiments have been followed up 
and extended by Brickman [1995], who studies the tem- 
perature of the mixed patch at equilibrium and its de- 
pendence on external parameters; we return to this 
important aspect in section 4.3.3. 
Note that these studies adopt aspects of the scaling 
reviewed in section 3 for an infinite cooling patch, even 
though the convection patch is of finite size. However, 
recent experiments by Coates and Ivey [1997] and B. M. 
Boubnov and H. J. S. Fernando (private communication, 
1997), suggest hat the Ufo t and /rot scaling (equation 
(13)) may not be entirely appropriate in the case of 
cooling over an extended but finite patch. Moreover, 
both groups find that background rotation indeed affects 
convective turbulence even when the Rossby number 
defined in terms of turbulent velocity and length-scales is 
of O(1). 
The reason that the /rot and Ufo t scales might be 
modified in the case of convection from isolated sources 
is the strong horizontal exchange of fluid between the 
convective region and the ambient fluid, thus imposing 
the size of the patch r as an additional variable. The 
experiments of Boubnov and Fernando (private commu- 
nication, 1997) show that even in the absence of rota- 
tion, the scaling under convecting patches is different 
from that of the horizontally homogeneous case because 
of strong entrainment flow from the edges of the 
patches. They suggest that the velocity scale is (030r) •/3, 
rather than typical free convective scaling (•0h) •/3 
(equation (12)). Similar scaling needs to be developed 
for the rotating case, where there is strong lateral ex- 
change because of baroclinic instabilities shed from the 
convective region [Jones and Marshall, 1993; Maxworthy 
and Narimousa, 1994; Whitehead et al., 1996]. To this 
end, the experimental data of Coates and Ivey [1997] will 
be of utility. 
4.2.1.2. Numerical analogues: Numerical simu- 
lations of the creation and evolution of patches of mixed 
fluid in neutral ambient conditions have been carried out 
using nonhydrostatic ocean models (see, for example, 
Jones and Marshall [1993], Send and Marshall [1995], and 
Marshall et al. [1997a]). The implied flux Rayleigh num- 
ber Raf is 109, and the Taylor number Ta ranges be- 
tween 102 and 108, placing these xperiments in the fully 
developed turbulence-geostrophic turbulence regime 
(regions 3 and 4 of Fernando et al. [1991, Figure 1]). As 
in the simulations of convection driven by spatially uni- 
form cooling presented in section 3.5.2, the grid spacing 
of the model is small enough that gross aspects of 
convective plumes themselves can be resolved. In con- 
trast to those simulations, however, cooling occurs over 
a patch, and the domain of integration is sufficiently 
large to permit a study of both the influence of the 
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(d) 
Figure 32. The temperature field rendered 
in three dimensions at (a) 1 day, (b) 2 days, (c) 
4 days, and (d) 6 days, showing the evolution of 
an initially homogeneous patch of ocean 
cooled over a 16-km disc at its surface. Cold 
water is dark, warmer water lighter. As an aid 
to perspective, a box 16 km on the side and 2 
km deep has been outlined. 
plumes on the large scale and the geostrophic adjust- 
ment/baroclinic instability of the convected water as it 
moves out of the formation region. An example is pre- 
sented in Figure 32 simulating the overturning and 
break-up of a mixed patch. A buoyancy loss of 0g 0 = 4 x 
10 -7 m 2 s -3 (corresponding to a heat loss of 800 W m -2) 
was applied over a 16-km disc centered at the surface Of 
a 32-km, doubly periodic, 2-km-deep ocean. The implied 
Ro* is 0.1. The water was initially homogeneous with a 
linear equation of state dependent on temperature 
alone. 
The sequence of events (sinking in plumes and the 
subsequent spreading of the convected water in ba- 
roclinic structures) can be readily seen in Figure 32, 
where the temperature is rendered in three dimensions 
at various stages in the developing mixed patch, resulting 
in images reminiscent of those obtained in the labora- 
tory using dye (see, for example, Figure 31). As in the 
laboratory, the combined effect of the plume-scale con- 
vection is to drive an increasingly strong, large-scale rim 
current around the disk of cooling, cyclonic at the sur- 
face and anticyclonic beneath. This rim current serves to 
confine the convected fluid to the volume defined by the 
disk of cooling. Fluid outside the mixed patch is unmod- 
ified, and there is little lateral transfer of fluid between 
the overturning and the non-overturning regions. By day 
2, however, there is evidence of the growth of meanders 
in the rim current as it becomes baroclinically unstable, 
an instability that eventually leads to the breakup of the 
patch of convected water and lateral exchange of fluid 
with the surroundings. By day 4 the patch of homoge- 
nized cold water has broken up into a number of distinct 
conical structures extending through the depth of the 
model ocean. These cones have a definite space and 
velocity scale. 
From studies of a number of laboratory and numer- 
ical experiments upport for the parameter dependence 
suggested by (26) is found and the constant of propor- 
tionality found to be: 
cone 
-- • 5Ro * 1/2 (27) 
in accord with the study of Maxworthy and Narimousa 
[1994]. This formula can be used to successfully predict, 
for example, the scale of the cones produced by the 
melting ice experiment described in section 4.2.1.1. The 
scale lp = hRo* 1/2, is tabulated in Table 3 as a function 
of the buoyancy flux 0g 0 for an ocean of depth h - 2 km 
andf = 10 -4 s -1. 
4.2.2. Mixed patches in stratified, rotating fluids. 
We now consider the evolution of mixed patches form- 
ing in initially stratified fluid. Now, in addition to Ro* 
and r/H, another nondimensional number, N/f, plays an 
important role. Here N, the Brunt-Vfiisfilfi frequency of 
the ambient fluid, is measured against f. If N/f is large 
enough, deepening of the mixed patch can "bottom out" 
before it feels the bottom, as is often the case in nature. 
Here we describe some relevant idealized experiments; 
theory to explain and quantify them is presented in 
section 4.3. 
4.2.2.1. Mixed patches in laboratory experiments: 
Whitehead et al. [1996] (see also Narimousa [1996, 1997]) 
report on a set of laboratory experiments in which buoy- 
ancy loss is prescribed over a patch at the surface of a 
rotating, stratified fluid (see Figure 33). The convective 
layer penetrated rapidly downward in the early part of 
the experiment. The dye would typically collect under 
the source as a rapidly deepening mixed region. After 
some time, however, the rate of advance of the layer 
slowed markedly but generally never entirely ceased for 
the duration of an experiment. Usually, when the ad- 
vance slowed, the side view revealed considerable lateral 
slumping of the sides of the dyed region. As time pro- 
gressed, the patch of dense dyed fluid broke in to a 
number of eddies, thus arresting the deepening of the 
mixed patch (see the side view in Figure 33). Much 
quantitative information was obtained from dozens of 
such experiments and interpreted in terms of the theo- 
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retical ideas set out in section 4.3. First, however, we 
mention parallel numerical studies that have helped 
shed light on the problem. 
4.2.2.2. Mixed patches in numerical models: 
Killworth [1976] realized that mixed patches ought to be 
susceptible to baroclinic instability and carried out sta- 
bility analyses of mixed patches to predict the expected 
scale and growth rate (see section 4.3.2). He reported on 
attempts to numerically study the breakup of the patch 
but, for reasons that are not clear, was unable to obtain 
numerical solutions that exhibited breakup. 
The deepening of a mixed layer into an initially strat- 
ified, resting fluid was studied numerically by Jones and 
Marshall [1993], as illustrated in Figure 34. Using a fully 
nonhydrostatic model, they attempt to resolve both the 
convective and geostrophic scales. As in the laboratory, 
buoyancy is extracted from the surface over a disc of 
radius r at a rate G 0. In this calculation, cooling at a rate 
of 500 W m -2 was imposed over a disc of 30-km radius. 
Initially, the mixed layer deepens by the action of plumes 
at a rate close to that given by a nonpenetrative convec- 
tion model (equation (10)). However, just as in the 
laboratory experiments, as rotation takes over and ba- 
roclinic instability sets in, the deepening of the mixed 
layer is arrested as baroclinic eddies sweep the con- 
vected fluid away sideways and draw stratified waters in 
from the side. The developing eddies can be readily seen 
in Figure 34. 
This line of investigation has been carried further by 
Alverson and Owens [1996], who model the evolution of 
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Figure 33. Side and top photographs of the dispersal of 
convected fluid from away an evolving mixed patch in a linearly 
stratified laboratory fluid. From Whitehead et al. [1996]. 
Figure 34. A numerical simulation of a mixed patch induced 
by a localized but extended patch of cooling applied to the 
surface of a resting, stratified ocean at days 2, 4, and 6. Plan 
views at the surface are shown on the left, with hydrographic 
sections through the evolving mixed patch on the right. 
a mixed patch trapped over a topographic feature in the 
presence of a large-scale current (see also Alverson 
[1997]). These may be important factors in the convec- 
tion sites of the western Mediterranean (preconditioning 
by the Rh6ne Fan [Hogg, 1973]) and in the Weddell Gyre. 
Crepon et al. [1989] and collaborators have used hy- 
drostatic models together with a convective adjustment 
scheme (see section 5.1.1) to model the formation of 
deep water in the Gulf of Lions (see Figure 35). Starting 
from an idealized preconditioned state, Madec et al. 
[1991] were able to obtain deep water with realistic T 
and S characteristics. Moreover, they demonstrated the 
impact of meanders generated by baroclinic instability of 
the mixed patch and its role in advecting lighter waters 
from the periphery into the convection zone, restratify- 
ing the mixed patch at the surface, and inhibiting deep 
convection. Madec et al. [1991] also studied the impact of 
the variability of the forcing and resolution effects. 
Finally, we discuss mixed patches in a numerical 
model that attempts to remain faithful to some of the 
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Figure 35. (left) North-south vertical section of potential density induced by a cylindrical patch of cooling 
after 3 months of integration. (right) Horizontal section of potential density at a depth of 225 rn (just above 
the LIW layer) at the same time. From Madec et al. [1991]. 
geographical detail of one of the important formation 
regions. Figure 36 shows the pattern of surface currents, 
mixed-layer depth and a hydrographic section through a 
mixed patch in the Labrador Sea during March, as 
captured in a limited area numerical model [see LabSea 
Group, 1998]. The model [Marshall et al., 1997b] was 
configured with realistic geometry and topography with 
sufficient horizontal resolution (0.1 ø) to capture the ba- 
roclinic instability of the mixed patch, as is evident in 
Figure 36b. The mixing by convection cannot be resolved 
on such a coarse grid and so must be parameterized. A 
convective adjustment scheme of the kind discussed by 
Klinger et al. [1996] was used; we discuss the rationale 
behind it in section 5. The model was initialized from a 
climatological hydrographic data set and driven by twice- 
daily fluxes of heat, fresh water, and momentum taken 
from National Meteorological Center (NMC) analyzed 
fields during a period August 1991 to August 1992. The 
lateral boundary conditions on the depth-integrated 
transport were supplied by a 1 ø global integration of the 
same model (see section 5 and Figure 47) which itself 
was driven by twice-daily fluxes over a much longer 
period from 1979 to 1996. 
Figure 36 indicates that many of the features we have 
been discussing from an observational and, in idealized 
abstractions, a theoretical point of view, are not ob- 
scured by geographical detail. We see an extensive patch 
of ocean within which properties are remarkably uni- 
form, surrounded by a region of enhanced gradients and 
strong currents. The rim current and the mixed patch are 
undergoing vigorous baroclinic instability, which, we will 
argue, are important in orchestrating the exchange of 
fluid to and from the patch. 
4.3. Theoretical Considerations 
4.3.1. Local circulation induced by convection. 
Mixed patches observed at each of the convection sites 
of the world ocean have certain common features de- 
spite many differences of regional detail: they are sur- 
rounded by rim currents, are more cyclonic at the sur- 
face than below, and are characterized by doming 
isopycnals and vigorous eddy activity within and on the 
edge of the mixed patch. Here we attempt to discuss 
these general features in the context of, and as a conse- 
quence of, the modification of the large-scale potential 
vorticity field by the convective process. 
We have seen how convection in the ocean, as well as 
convection studied in laboratory and numerical fluids, 
overturns a previously stratified fluid, mixing away prop- 
erty gradients to create a volume of "convectively pro- 
cessed" water that is very homogeneous in its properties. 
The stratification is reset to very small values over large 
areas. It is highly instructive to consider the convective 
process and the subsequent evolution of the mixed patch 
from the perspective of the potential vorticity Q, the 
fundamental property of a rotating, stratified fluid. The 
potential vorticity has a direct influence on, and is inti- 
mately connected to, the hydrodynamics. Insights gained 
from this PV perspective illuminate the observations 
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(and models) and motivate simple theoretical abstrac- 
tions, which point to parametric representations of both 
the convective (mixing) scale and the eddy (stirring) 
scale. They thus provide an important theoretical back- 
drop to the more pragmatic issues of parameterization 
of section 5. 
If on the small scale the convective process ets (in a 
violent mixing process) the potential vorticity to zero (as 
discussed in section 3.6.1) and, in the aftermath of con- 
vection, fluid now "tagged" with zero Q evolves quasi- 
adiabatically, what are the consequences for the large 
scale? To answer that question we invoke the "invert- 
ibility principle" [Hoskins et al., 1985]. If the large-scale 
flow is in geostrophic and hydrostatic balance, then on 
entering the geostrophic and hydrostatic relation in to 
(21), Q can be expressed in terms of the pressure field 
through an elliptic operator. This Q field can then be 
inverted, subject to boundary conditions, to yield the 
influence of convection on the large scale. 
The top panel of Figure 37a shows the expected Q 
distribution of a mixed patch schematically, just after 
convection has ceased. The mixed patch, made up of 
convected fluid is imagined to have Q = 0, and the sea 
surface is dense; outside of the mixed patch the ambient 
fluid has Q = Qref and the sea surface is at its ambient 
density. The inverted b and v a implied by the PV distri- 
bution are shown in the middle and bottom panels, 
respectively. 
We see that the highly idealized Q distribution shown 
in Figure 37a does indeed induce a large-scale flow that 
has many of the characteristic features of observed and 
numerically simulated mixed patches. There is a rim 
current, strong and cyclonic toward the surface, some- 
what weaker and anticyclonic below, circumscribing a 
large, mixed pool of fluid. On the edge of the homoge- 
nized pool, isopycnals arch upward to the surface over a 
lateral scale of the deformation radius Nh/f. Thus by 
invoking the "invertibility principle," we see that if the 
convective process mixes Q away to 0, it must induce 
large-scale flow much as is observed (see, for example, 
Figure 7 or Figure 10) and much as is seen in numerical 
models (see Figures 34 and 36). 
We can take "PV thinking" further to consider the 
hydrodynamical stability of the mixed patch by making 
use of a "mathematical trick" that is due to Bretherton 
[1966]. In the inversion that resulted in Figure 37a, an 
inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition that de- 
pends on the surface density distribution was employed 
at the surface. However, it is well known from "potential 
theory" that any such inhomogeneous boundary condi- 
tion can be replaced by a homogeneous one, provided 
that the source function is appropriately modified. Thus 
in the (numerically obtained) solution shown in Figure 
37b, homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on 
pressure are applied in conjunction with an appropri- 
ately modified source function: a g function sheet of 
positive potential vorticity anomaly is added just under- 
neath the surface to represent the cold surface. The 
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Figure 36. Simulation of water-mass transformation in a 
high-resolution model of the Labrador Sea: (a) hydrographic 
section of potential temperature across the Labrador Sea, (b) 
currents at depth of 100 m, and (c) mixed-layer depth during 
March 1992. 
strength of the PV sheet, g_, is just that required to 
ensure that the vertical integral of (Q + •_) over each 
column of ocean vanishes. The Q has been "evacuated" 
by convection from the interior (Q -• 0 there) and 
concentrated in to a sheet of Q just beneath the surface. 
However, now, in Figure 37b, boundary conditions and 
interior sources are given an equal footing; moreover, 
they are the potential vorticity distributions that can be 
inverted subject to homogeneous boundary conditions. 
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Figure 37. PV inversion for a mixed patch with (a) inhomogeneous and (b) homogenous boundary 
conditions at the surface. PV distribution, isopycnals, and currents are plotted. In Figure 37a the potential 
density at the sea surface is specified and an idealized interior PV anomaly inverted to give the hydrography 
and azimuthal velocity of a baroclinic vortex. In Figure 37b an interior PV field identical to that of Figure 37a 
is used, but now the cold surface is represented by a sheet of high PV just beneath the upper boundary, which 
is prescribed to be an isopycnal surface. Note that in Figure 37b, unlike Figure 37a, the isopycnals cannot cut 
the upper surface, which itself is an isopycnal. 
For example, we can now easily see why a dense 
(cold/and or salty) surface induces cyclonic circulation. 
It is equivalent to a positive sheet of PV. The low PV of 
the interior of the mixed patch induces anticyclonic 
circulation (PV is very small there). Moreover, "Brether- 
ton PV sheet" concepts also clearly indicate that the 
mixed patch will be subject to baroclinic instability and 
suggest highly instructive idealized models of the lateral 
exchange of fluid with its surroundings based on point 
vortices. These are now discussed in the next section. 
4.3.2. Hydrodynamical instability of mixed patches. 
We have argued that the convective process resets and 
redistributes the PV of the ambient fluid, resulting in 
mixed patches that are highly susceptible to, and strongly 
modified by, baroclinic instability. The homogeneous 
column of water is cold and dense at the surface relative 
to its surroundings, and so V Q points inward to the g 
function disc of high PV at the surface (see Figure 38). 
The interior of the mixed patch has very low (essentially 
zero) PV, and so below, VQ points outward from the 
patch. Thus the necessary conditions for baroclinic in- 
stability (reversal in sign of VQ somewhere within the 
fluid) are manifestly satisfied. Analytical study of the 
stability of such structures using the "method of pertur- 
bations" can readily be carried out within the confines of 
quasi-geostrophic theory [e.g., Killworth, 1976; Pedlosky, 
1985; Helfrich and Send, 1988]. If the radius of the mixed 
patch is large in relation to the Rossby radius of defor- 
mation, then the analysis asymptotes to that of Eady 
[1949]. The growth rate of the fastest growing mode is 
Figure 38. A schematic diagram showing the large-scale po- 
tential vorticity (Q) distribution induced by convective mixing 
of a patch of ocean. The patch is readily susceptible to ba- 
roclinic instability; V Q points inward at the surface and out- 
ward in the interior beneath. 
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Figure 39. Four pictures charting the 
development of a mixed patch comprising 
an evolving cluster of hetons. Each picture 
shows the trajectories of the hetons over a 
period of 0.6 days: (a) 0.6-1.2 days, (b) 
1.2-1.8 days, (c) 1.8-2.4 days, (d) 2.4-3.0 
days. The trajectories of the upper layer 
vortices are marked by solid circles, while 
those of the lower layer vortices are shown 
with open circles. The horizontal scale is 
presented in units of the deformation ra- 
dius and the hetons are introduced over a 
disc of diameter of 5 Rossby radii. From 
Legg and Marshall [ 1993]. 
found to be proportional to f/Ri •/2 on a scale close to 
NH/f, where H is the depth of the mixed patch and Ri is 
the large-scale Richardson number of the ambient fluid. 
Because the ambient N is relatively small in deep con- 
vection sites, N/f--- 5-10, typical Ri values are also 
small (--•10), the growth rates are rapid (a few days), and 
the scales are small (a few kilometers). 
Laboratory and numerical experiments suggest hat 
linear theory is a useful guide in the early growth of 
instabilities but nonlinear processes oon take hold; ed- 
dies mature and merge as the patch disintegrates. Legg 
and Marshall [1993] exploit Bretherton sheets to model 
the mixed patch as a collection of paired point vortices 
(called "hetons" by Hogg and Stommel [1985]) and so are 
able to address nonlinearity. In numerical experiments 
using Green's function techniques in a two-layer model, 
they pepper the convection site with paired point vorti- 
ces, one (of strength q + ) in the upper layer to represent 
the cold surface and one (strength q-) in the lower 
layer to represent low PV. The rate of introduction of 
vortices can be directly related to the rate at which 
buoyancy is lost from the sea surface. In the experiment 
shown in Figure 39 a constant cooling of 800 W m -2 
over a disk of diameter 16 km (about 10 times the 
Rossby radius of deformation) is assumed, consistent 
with the explicit calculations of Jones and Marshall 
[1993]. Cooling at this rate creates hetons of strength 
0.6f at a rate of 33 per day. They are introduced with 
random initial coordinates. 
During the first 2 days, most of the hetons remain 
within the patch of cooling (see Figures 39a and 39b). As 
the number of hetons within the patch increases, a 
sheared current develops around the rim, cyclonic above 
and anticyclonic below, reaching a magnitude of ---20 cm 
s -•. This rim current effectively constrains the vortices 
within the disc. Initially, they are prevented from form- 
ing self-propelling pairs by this strong shear current: any 
pairs are torn apart before they can "escape." However, 
over time the rim current develops waves of mode num- 
ber 4-5 (see Figures 39b and 39c) through the mecha- 
nism of baroclinic instability. After ---2 days we see tilted 
clusters containing several hetons that burst out of the 
main cloud, breaking through the sheared rim current 
(Figure 39c). The convection site therefore breaks up 
into several smaller tilted clusters, which propagate out- 
ward. The heton clusters continue to travel outward 
(Figure 39d), carrying cold water far from the area of 
cooling. These extended hetons, clumping together on 
the radius of deformation scale, are very efficient at 
fluxing heat laterally into the cooling area (as described 
in section 4.4.2). Linear theory is very successful in 
predicting the scale of the clumping. As time progresses 
and the hetons disperse, the magnitude of the rim cur- 
rent diminishes, and so it is easier for subsequent group- 
ings to move outward. Ultimately, a steady state is 
reached in which the flux of hetons out of the area of 
cooling, in the form of tilted clusters, approximately 
balances the rate at which hetons are generated and so 
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the number of hetons in the area of cooling remains 
approximately constant. 
Hetons are used by Brickman [1995] to model the 
lateral transports of heat in baroclinic instability and so 
reconcile the mean temperature attained over a warm 
disc in his laboratory models of convection heated over 
a patch from below. The equilibrium limit in which heat 
input (or output) is entirely balanced by lateral flux, the 
one discussed in section 4.3.3 below, is also studied using 
heton models by Legg et al. [1996] and preconditioning 
effects associated with barotropic flow by Legg and Mar- 
shall [1998]. Hetons are also useful analogues of the 
eddies seen in the environs of observed mixed patches. 
4.3.3. Equilibrium depth and timescales. The ed- 
dies observed in the laboratory and numerical experi- 
ments reviewed above carry buoyancy laterally inward 
and upward to arrest the deepening of the mixed patch 
(see, for example, Figure 33). Visbeck et al. [1996] study 
and quantify the equilibrium properties of a mixed patch 
embedded in a linearly stratified ocean, if buoyancy loss 
through the sea surface, 0go, were entirely balanced by 
lateral buoyancy flux accomplished by eddies around the 
periphery of the mixed patch, across the rim current v'b': 
03 dA = v'b' dl dz (28) 
hequd 
Here the overbar denotes a time average that is long in 
comparison with a typical eddy lifetime. Of course, such 
an equilibrium state may not always be achieved in 
nature (see below), but it is an interesting limit state and 
one that is amenable to analysis. 
Visbeck et al. [1996] solve (28) for the equilibrium 
depth h equi 1 using the eddy transfer theory of Green 
[1970] (developed to describe the lateral heat flux by 
baroclinic eddies in the atmosphere), which relates the 
eddy buoyancy flux to the large-scale gradient. Green 
supposed that the eddy velocity v' would scale like a 
length f multiplied by a growth rate proportional to 
f/Ri 1/2, as given by Eady theory, and b' would scale like 
M2•, yielding 
f 
v'b' = ot Ril/2 M2• 2 (29) 
where o• is a constant of proportionality; M 2 -- Ob/Oy is 
a measure of the stratification in the horizontal, analo- 
gous to N2; the large-scale Richardson umber is: 
v27 (30) Ri = M4 
and • is the lateral scale of the eddy transfer process. 
Using the eddy closure equation (29) they solve (28) for 
h equi 1 and deduce that 
(•r) 1/3 
hequil: 'Y N (31) 
where •/ = 1/(2o0 1/3. 
In an evaluation of many numerical and laboratory 
experiments of baroclinically unstable mixed patches, 
Visbeck et al. [1996] confirm the parameter dependence 
of h equil on •, F, and N suggested by(31) and find that 
(a fit from experimental data) 
-y - 3.9 _+ 0.9 
implying an o• in (29) that has the value 
o• - 0.008 +- 0.005 (32) 
This is remarkably close to the value obtained by Green 
[1970] in his study of heat transport by baroclinic eddies. 
These results will be used later, in section 5.2, where we 
discuss the parameterization of baroclinic eddies. 
Visbeck et al. [1996] also show that the time tequi 1 to 
reach the depth hequil is given by 
tequi 1: [•(r2/•) 1/3 (33) 
[3=12+_3 
where [3 has been determined empirically from labora- 
tory and numerical data. What are the implications of 
these results for the dynamics of mixed patches? 
In Figure 40 we plot tequi 1 (equation (33)) and tl_r• = 
N2h2/20g, the time it takes for a 1-D nonpenetrative 
model to get to the depth h, as a function of the cooling 
rate for h = 100 m, N = 10 -2 s -1 (typical of the 
strongly stratified surface waters; see Figure 2), and r - 
50 km. We see that for persistent cooling rates in excess 
of 350 W m -2, the mixed layer will reach a depth of 
100 m in less than 30 days, before it is arrested by 
baroclinic instability. If the cooling rates are smaller 
than this critical value, however, the deepening will be 
arrested by baroclinic instability. Choosing somewhat 
different, but not untypical values (see Figure 2, section 
1) Nsurfac e • 5 X 10-3 s- 1, •o -' 7.5 x 10-8 m 2 s-3 
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(corresponding to aheat flux of 150 W m-2), h = 200 m, 
we find that t•_r) = 60 days. This is long in comparison 
with typical baroclinic instability timescales, and so for 
lower cooling rates, perhaps more typical of the clima- 
tology, baroclinic instability may indeed control the ul- 
timate depth to which the mixed layer reaches. But if 
buoyancy is extracted rapidly, in one or two violent 
events, baroclinic instability will not have sufficient time 
to limit the depth: 1-D ideas ought to be adequate to 
determine the depth to which the rapid deepening 
reaches. The patch of homogeneous fluid will neverthe- 
less subsequently break up by baroclinic instability, and 
the eddies will disperse and play a role in restratifying 
the convection site (see section 4.4). 
In the winters of 1969 [MEDOC Group, 1970] and 
1992 [Schott et al., 1994] convection did not reach the 
bottom but stopped at intermediate levels. Perhaps the 
deepening of the mixed patch was arrested by lateral, 
eddy-induced buoyancy flux, which offset the surface 
cooling. For a Mediterranean mixed patch with width of 
---60 km and a typical mistral heat loss (600 W m -2) 
equation (33) gives tequi 1 • 30 days. Therefore it seems 
unlikely that baroclinic eddies played a central role in 
arresting the deepening chimney because the period of 
strong heat loss lasted only 10 days. However, close to 
the rim current, significant lateral heat and tracer fluxes 
must have occurred associated with geostrophic eddies. 
Baroclinic eddy fluxes are likely to be of great impor- 
tance, however, on the seasonal (preconditioning) time- 
scale because the geostrophic eddy instability time is 
then considerably shorter than that of the forcing. If the 
heat loss is ---200 W m -2 and the diameter of the 
convecting region is ---200 km, parameters perhaps more 
typical of the Labrador Sea gyre, then (33) yields a 
breakup timescale of ---60 days. This suggests that by the 
end of winter baroclinic eddies can influence the mixed- 
layer budget significantly even at the center of the gyre. 
4.4. Restratification and Geostrophic Eddy Effects 
4.4.1. Observations. We now briefly review the 
fragmentary observations of lateral exchange processes 
between the convection site and its environs. 
4.4.1.1. Eddy exchange: While plume develop- 
ment and the creation of mixed patches have been 
reasonably well observed, the observations that pertain 
to the integral effects of convection on the large-scale 
environment are still sparse. The development of 
geostrophic eddies, their associated timescales, and their 
exchange with the environmental water masses has not 
been well documented. Gascard [1978] first investigated 
the role of eddies at the margin of the deep mixed 
regime and their generation by baroclinic instability, as 
did Gascard and Clarke [1983] for the Labrador Sea 
convection regime. The scale of the cyclonic eddies 
traced in these cases corresponded to the local Rossby 
radius. However, the role of geostrophic eddies in the 
lateral exchanges between the convective patch and the 
stratified environment has not yet been quantified by 
direct observations. 
One way of determining the associated exchange 
rates would be through use of moored stations with 
temperature-salinity recorders and current meters, from 
which covariances could be determined. Moored sta- 
tions were maintained in the Greenland Sea and the 
Mediterranean during and after convective episodes, but 
the occurrence of eddies following individual convection 
events has been observed only infrequently. The eddies 
appeared to be few in number, and the moored stations 
did not always happen to be in an optimum position to 
make such covariances meaningful [e.g., Schott et al., 
1996]. Ensemble statistics could perhaps be derived from 
Lagrangian floats, but until the Labrador Sea Experi- 
ment [LabSea Group, 1998], coverage of active convec- 
tion regimes has not been sufficient for statistically 
meaningful results to be obtained. Moreover, in the 
northwestern Mediterranean, and probably elsewhere, 
there exists intense geostrophic eddy activity that is 
independent of the convective process, possibly associ- 
ated with topographic waves along the boundary [e.g., 
Millot, 1991], adding further to the difficulty of identify- 
ing the eddy flux contribution associated with convection. 
An effective way to monitor the 3-D development of 
water mass transformation in a convection regime and 
thus indirectly quantify the lateral eddy exchange is 
through acoustic tomography from sound sources that 
are distributed within and around the regime. In the 
1992 experiment in the Gulf of Lions, good comparisons 
with hydrographic data were obtained [THETIS Group, 
1994; Send et al., 1995] that demonstrated the usefulness 
of the tomographic inversions as a means of measuring 
the integral development of the mixed patch. However, 
for the 1988-1989 experiment in the Greenland Sea, 
discrepancies exist between, on the one hand, the con- 
clusions from the few collected hydrographic profiles 
and sparsely distributed moored stations and, on the 
other, the tomographic inversions. The former led to the 
conclusion that an extended deep mixed patch did not 
exist during that winter with only a few convective 
plumes occurring within the mostly stratified environ- 
ment [Schott et al., 1993]. Tomographic inversions, how- 
ever, suggested that a mixed patch scale of 0(50 km) 
was present [see Worcester et al., 1993; Morawitz et al., 
1996]. 
The development of the convection regime during 
early 1992 in the Gulf of Lions, following a period of 
intense convection during February 18-23, is shown in 
Figure 41. Surrounding the deep mixed patch there is a 
zone where the homogeneous properties of the patch 
are covered by upper layer stratification. This is the 
region characterized by marked geostrophic eddy ex- 
change. Here vertical profiles revealed homogeneity be- 
neath the stratified top, and freon concentrations were 
found to correspond to those in the deep mixed patch, 
identifying the water as recently ventilated [Rhein, 1995]. 
Send et al. [1995] measured the development of restrati- 
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Figure 41. Horizontal extent of the deep convection regime, 
together with eddy zone around it, in February-March 1992 in 
the Gulf of Lions. From Schott et al. [1996]. 
fication in the Gulf of Lions by monitoring the presence 
of the LIW temperature maximum at 150- to 500-m 
depth using acoustic tomography. They deduced that the 
deep mixed patch was reoccupied by LIW in about 40 
days, not inconsistent with the theory presented by Jones 
and Marshall [1997] (see section 4.4.2). Of course, these 
integral measurements did not allow the distinction be- 
tween the effects of horizontal advection and eddy ex- 
change. 
4.4.1.2. Surface capping: One result of the exper- 
imental work was the finding of "surface capping" [Lea- 
man and Schott, 1991; Send et al., 1995]. From hydro- 
graphic casts and tomography inversions it was 
discovered that after cessation of intense cooling, a thin 
stratified near-surface layer developed on top of the 
mixed patch (see Figure 42). In 1992 the warm, near- 
surface water appeared to migrate in from the side, 
although attempts to measure the near-surface flows by 
upward looking ADCPs were unsuccessful [Schott et al., 
1996]. Because acoustic rays are surface trapped in strat- 
ification typical of winter, tomography has its best verti- 
cal resolution near the surface and so can readily be used 
to measure surface capping. The inversion for the aver- 
age temperature of the upper 150 m by Send et al. [1995] 
showed that to the south of the mixed patch, capping 
occurred within a few days, while to the north, where the 
patch abuts the shelf edge, the surface layer restratified 
within --• 1 week. 
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We now go on to describe likely physical mechanisms 
that might be responsible for the rapid restratification. 
4.4.2. Restratification and dispersal mechanisms. 
There are a number of possible restratification and dis- 
persal mechanisms. A mixed body of fluid that abuts a 
boundary will excite topographic waves that are forerun- 
ners of the "bleeding" of the convected fluid away from 
the reservoir in boundary current. Indeed, the observa- 
tions presented by Send et al. [1996] hint at a boundary 
"event," the passage of (cold) fluid that, it is surmised, 
was convectively modified a few weeks before by the 
mistral. Boundary signals have also been studied in nu- 
merical simulations (for example, Madec et al. [1991] 
show such a signal of convected fluid in the boundary 
current north of the convection site in the Gulf of 
Lions). While Kelvin waves are possible, indeed inevita- 
ble, and do carry away some of the convected fluid, their 
transport seems quite limited. Hallberg and Rhines 
[1996] emphasize the role of topographic Rossby waves 
in which the attendant vorticity pattern is transmitted by 
topographic wave dynamics with considerable recircula- 
tion and counterflows adjacent to the main current. By 
contrast, with a vertical sidewall the "Kelvin wave 
plume" has a simpler structure. Hermann et al. [1989] 
use contour dynamics and explicit simulation to show 
how the Kelvin plume develops through nonlinear vor- 
ticity dynamics. 
Wind-driven Ekman layer processes are likely to play 
a role in the advective supply of stratified fluid to the 
convection site. However, it is not yet clear whether 
ageostrophic advection is of the appropriate sign or 
magnitude to account for the very efficient restratifica- 
tion process that is observed to occur over a rather deep 
surface layer. 
Jones and Marshall [1997] attempt to quantify the role 
of geostrophic eddies in the breakup and dispersal of 
mixed patches. We have seen that if the radius of the 
mixed patch is greater than the Rossby radius of defor- 
mation L p = Nh/f, then it is prone to baroclinic insta- 
bility. Figure 43 presents results from a numerical cal- 
culation in which a cylinder of dense homogeneous fluid 
was placed in an initially resting stratified fluid and 
allowed to freely evolve in the absence of external forc- 
ing. They were inspired by the early "cylinder collapse" 
experiments of Saunders [1973] (see also Herman and 
Owens [1993]). The radius of the cylinder is 50 km, 
greatly exceeding the deformation radius L p (here 4 
km). Initially, the edges of the column merely slump as 
the dense fluid sinks and spreads under the influence of 
gravity. The spreading is limited (initially) to a deforma- 
tion radius by rotation as azimuthal (rim) currents, cy- 
clonic on top and anticyclonic below, are set up in 
thermal wind balance with the lateral density gradients 
at the edge of the column. Subsequently, however, ba- 
roclinic eddies grow (here a mode 14 instability), reach 
finite amplitude by day 20, and lead, over a period of a 
further week or so, to the breakup of the mixed patch. 
The dense fluid that defined the cylinder at t = 0 has, by 
t = 50 days, broken up and been dispersed by geostro- 
phic eddies over the whole of the (doubly periodic) 
domain at its neutrally buoyant level. 
Jones and Marshall [1997] conclude that lateral eddy- 
transport of fluid from the buoyant boundary current 
that typically surround convection sites is a likely re- 
stratification mechanism. Moreover, by quantifying the 
efficiency of the lateral eddy transport process, in a 
manner that parallels the development in section 4.3.3, 
they are able to deduce and support by numerical ex- 
periment, the following restratification timescale. If the 
mixed layer has a depth h and lateral scale r and is 
characterized by a density jump at its edge of magnitude 
Ab, then they find 
Trestra t •' 56(hAb)•/2 (34) 
Choosing h = 500 m; Ab = 2 x 10 -3 m s -2, and r = 
200 km, broadly consistent with Labrador Sea condi- 
tions, for example, then we find that Trestra t m 100 days, 
a plausible timescale and not inconsistent with the frag- 
mentary observational evidence that is currently avail- 
able in the Labrador Sea. Parameters more typical of the 
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Figure 43. Numerical illustration of the 
baroclinic instability of a cylinder of dense 
fluid, of depth 1500 m and radius 50 km in 
an ambient fluid in which N/f -- 5. The 
"plan view" panels on the left chart the 
development of a passive tracer at the base 
of the cylinder at a depth of 1400 m at (from 
top to bottom) 5, 10, 35, and 50 days. On the 
right we show a "hydrographic section" of 
density through the center of the patch. 
(See Jones and Marshall [ 1997].) 
Mediterranean (h = 100 m; Ab = 2 x 10 -3 rn $-2, and 
r = 100 km) give 'rrestra  •' 20 days, again not untypical 
of what is observed. 
The unraveling of the relative importance of these 
competing processes during each stage of the convective 
process demands further observations in the light of 
theoretical and numerical study. 
5. PARAMETERIZATION OF WATER MASS 
TRANSFORMATION IN MODELS 
Ocean models used to study the general circulation 
and, when coupled with atmospheric models, in climate 
research, typically have horizontal resolutions of several 
hundreds of kilometers. Then both the convective scale 
and baroclinic eddy scale are "subgrid scale." Both pro- 
cesses and their interaction must be parameterized. 
However, water mass transformation in ocean models is, 
more often than not, discussed solely in terms of the 
vertical axis and "recipes" of vertical mixing and adjust- 
ment. However, we have seen that the process involves 
lateral exchange between the convection site and its 
environment by baroclinic instability as well as vertical 
mixing in localized regions by convection. On the basis 
of the observations, theory and models described in the 
previous chapters, and the discussion below, we believe 
that the ability of low-resolution ocean models to ade- 
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quately represent water mass transformation is compro- 
mised primarily by the rudimentary nature in which 
lateral rather than vertical processes are parameterized 
in models. 
One way forward is to increase the horizontal reso- 
lution of such models down to 5 km or so enabling the 
small baroclinic scales typical of convection sites to be 
resolved. Then only the convective scale need be param- 
eterized. Even if rather simple "mixing" or (equivalent- 
ly) "adjustment" schemes were employed to represent 
the convective scale in such high-resolution models (as 
in Figure 36, for example), the water mass transforma- 
tion process would be much improved over that of 
coarse-resolution models. With presently available com- 
puters, however, this direct approach is possible only in 
regional models. In ocean climate models the geostro- 
phic scale and its interaction with convection must also 
be parameterized, and therein lies the intellectual chal- 
lenge. The parameterization of the convective scale is 
discussed in section 5.1, followed by in section 5.2, dis- 
cussion of the concomitant geostrophic scales. 
5.1. One-Dimensional Representation of Plumes 
5.1.1. Convective adjustment and vertical mixing. 
The observations suggest, and it has been argued on 
physical grounds, that convective plumes efficiently mix 
properties such as temperature, salinity, and density (see 
sections 3.1.1 and 4.2) rather than acting as an agency of 
vertical mass exchange. "Convective adjustment" algo- 
rithms are often used to remove static instabilities 
(heavy fluid over light) in general circulation models. 
While there are several numerical renditions, all adjust- 
ment algorithms share the same principle: the potential 
density of fluid at one model level is compared with the 
level below, and if it is found to be denser, a vertical 
mixing of parcels occurs. The first implementations 
[Bryan, 1969; Cox, 1984] compared adjacent levels only, 
in an iterative process, but more recent ones [Marotzke, 
1991; Yin and Sarachik, 1994] mix the whole unstable 
part of the water column to give a vertically homoge- 
neous state. However, the column is adjusted instanta- 
neously. Enhanced vertical diffusion, with a somewhat 
arbitrarily chosen value of vertical diffusivity, is also 
commonly used to parameterize convection [see Cox, 
1984; Marotzke, 1991]. As was shown by Klinger et al. 
[1996, appendix], vertical diffusion is formally the same 
as "adjustment" with a finite, rather than an instanta- 
neous, adjustment timescale. 
The following questions come to mind in regard to 
the efficacy of adjustment and vertical diffusion schemes 
to represent plume-scale mixing. If an adjustment 
scheme is employed, is it reasonable to suppose that 
adjustment occurs instantaneously? If the mixing pro- 
cess is represented by an enhanced vertical diffusion, 
how large should the diffusivities be? 
Send and Marshall [1995] characterize convective mix- 
ing by a timescale, tmix, that determines how long it takes 
before water properties at the bottom of a mixed layer 
are significantly changed by buoyancy forcing at the top. 
This timescale is related to the transit time of a particle 
as it descends, in a convective plume, from the sea 
surface to the bottom of the mixed layer. For convective 
plumes characterized byvertical speed Wplume, it takes a 
time of the order of 
tmi x• h/Wplum e (35) 
to bring dense surface fluid to the bottom. For vertical 
velocities typical of deep convection (see Table 4), tmi x 
can be 12 hours or longer, perhaps long enough that 
setting tmi x to zero compromises the scheme. 
Klinger et al. [1996] discuss imple parameterizations 
of convection that attempt to represent this finite tmi x. 
For example, one could employ an appropriately chosen 
vertical diffusivity of temperature and salinity in stati- 
cally unstable regions. It would seem desirable to deduce 
the magnitude of the diffusivity from physical knowledge 
of tmi x. Because a diffusive system takes a time of the 
order of h2/k to send a signal adistance h, the diffusivity 
ought to be [see Send and Marshall, 1995] 
kv • h2/tmix = hWplume (36) 
If we assume Wp•lume: 0.05 m S- • and h = 1000 m, then 
k v 50 m 2 • • s- , significantly larger than, for example, 
the value of 1 m 2 s -• used by Marotzke [1991]. 
The appropriate scaling for Wplum e and hence tmi xare 
discussed by Klinger et al. [1996], who compared param- 
eterized numerical simulations of mixed patches deep- 
ening in to stratified fluid (of the type shown in Figures 
31 and 33) with explicit simulations in which the convec- 
tive plumes themselves are resolved. Results are not 
sensitive to tmix, provided that it is sufficiently short, 
suggesting that although simple, convective adjustment 
has many merits. 
Before we go on, it is worth noting the common 
misconception that convective adjustment (or enhanced 
vertical diffusion) must be used in hydrostatic ocean 
models to represent convection because such models, of 
themselves, cannot overturn. It is the coarseness of the 
horizontal resolution, rather then the limitation of the 
dynamical description, that suppresses the convective 
instability. In fact, the hydrostatic models exhibit more 
vigorous static instability than nonhydrostatic models 
when convective scale is resolved [see Marshall et al., 
1997a]. 
5.1.2. Mixed-layer schemes. More often than not 
deep convection is represented in ocean models in the 
framework of "mixed-layer models," which are used to 
represent the surface mixed layer in the ocean, without 
special treatment of deep mixed layers. There are a large 
number of mixed layer models that have been compre- 
hensively reviewed by Nurser [1998]. Here we only very 
briefly outline the nature of some of them and their 
relevance to the deep convection regime. 
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The first mixed-layer model (due to Kraus and Turner 
[1967]) is a "slab" model and assumes that the mixed 
layer is fully mixed. It includes, as part of its represen- 
tation, a convective adjustment scheme of the kind de- 
scribed in section 5.1.1 above. However, the entrainment 
rate at the base of the layer and the rate of warming of 
the layer are related to the change of column-integrated 
potential energy and thence to sources and sinks of 
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and radiative and sur- 
face buoyancy fluxes. This model was assumed in the 
mixed layer calculations presented in Figures 17 and 18 
and does remarkably well in the deepening phase of the 
mixed layer because the assumption that the mixed layer 
can be treated as a slab when it is cooling is a good one. 
In the original model of Kraus and Turner [1967] the only 
source of TKE was wind stirring, but Niiler [1975] and 
Niiler and Kraus [1977] extended this class of model to 
include a source that was due to shear instability at the 
base of the mixed layer. 
The family of "Richardson number models" (see, for 
example, Pollard et al. [1973] or Price et al. [1986]) are 
conceptually similar to adjustment schemes but mix only 
when the Richardson number within the layer falls be- 
low a critical value, although when they mix, they mix 
perfectly. Instead, in the "K profile" model of Large et al. 
[1994] (perhaps the model with greatest fidelity), turbu- 
lence partially mixes properties in the vertical rather 
than mixing them perfectly as in a "slab" mixed layer. 
However, all of the aforementioned schemes have been 
developed for shallow mixed layers and not regions of 
deep convection, where convective plumes may be more 
intermittent, where the Earth's rotation may be impor- 
tant, and where there is significant localization of the 
deep mixing region. For this reason, "plume models" 
have been developed that attempt to address the 
"plumey" nature of the mixing process in deep convection. 
5.1.3. Plume models. Plume-based schemes have 
recently been developed to parameterize deep ocean 
convection. Also known as mass-flux schemes, they have 
a long history of use in the atmosphere, beginning with 
Arakawa and Schubert [1974]. Convection within the grid 
cell is modeled as an ensemble of convecting plumes. 
The fraction of fluid contained within the plume is 
transported from one level to the next, with entrainment 
of ambient fluid. If the pressure is assumed to be in 
hydrostatic balance with the mean temperature, the evo- 
lution of the plume quantities with height can be pre- 
dicted using conservation of mass, heat, and momentum 
following a parcel, modified by entrainment and buoy- 
ancy acceleration. Ultimately, the parcel reaches a 
height at which it is no longer buoyant in relation to the 
surroundings, and detrainment is assumed to occur. The 
net effect of the plume-based scheme is a redistribution 
of density and tracers, which is based on the dynamics of 
an entraining plume. If a tracer is injected into a plume 
near the boundary, it will not be mixed into the ambient 
fluid until detrainment occurs. Hence a significantly non- 
local transport can result, with a property transported 
directly from the surface to the interior. 
While plume schemes attempt to mimic the actual 
convective elements, many assumptions are made that 
are difficult to motivate from observations or theory. For 
example, the Arakawa and Schubert [1974] scheme as- 
sumes a quasi-equilibrium between convection and 
large-scale convergence to determine the convective 
mass fluxes. Another commonly used closure minimizes 
the available buoyant energy [e.g., Fritsch and Chappell, 
1980]. Mesoscale atmospheric models more commonly 
assume local closures, for example, an empirical rela- 
tionship between the convective instability of the lowest 
model level and the initial plume mass flux [Gregory and 
Rowntree, 1990]. 
Two plume-based schemes have recently been 
adapted for use in ocean models. The first, due to 
Paluszkiewisz and Romea [1997] is based on the scheme 
of Fritsch and Chappell [1980] with modifications for the 
ocean. The second, due to Alves [1995], modifies the 
atmospheric scheme of Gregory and Rowntree [1990]. 
Both of these schemes appear to generate plausible 
profiles of density in response to surface buoyancy loss 
but need to be tested further against observations or 
explicit numerical simulations to demonstrate that sig- 
nificant added fidelity results from the considerable in- 
crease in complexity. Nevertheless, these models at- 
tempt to build up a scheme that is rooted in assumptions 
about the dynamics or kinematics of the plume scale. 
5.1.4. Grid-scale instability of vertical mixing 
schemes. Cessi [1996] shows that instantaneous con- 
vective adjustment schemes applied at a horizontal ma- 
trix of points lead to the spontaneous emergence of the 
smallest resolved horizontal scale. Because convective 
adjustment vertically mixes properties at each grid point, 
irrespective of the horizontal distribution of such prop- 
erties, horizontal spatial gradients are amplified as long 
as adjustment is faster than the horizontal diffusion (or 
advection) time between neighboring rid points. This is 
a very stringent condition. For example, if the horizontal 
currents associated with the large-scale flow are 30 cm 
s -• and the timescale for the adjustment assumed to be 
12 hours, then the horizontal grid must be finer than 15 
km if the amplification is not to occur. 
5.2. Geostrophic Eddies and the Spreading Phase 
How does one parameterize the geostrophic eddy 
scale that, as we have seen, plays a central role in the 
transformation of water masses? One way forward, con- 
ceptually at least, is to view the spreading phase of 
water-mass transformation as one of redistribution of 
potential vorticity on isopycnal surfaces. The PV of 
water particles, set to very low values in convection, is 
subsequently advected away, conserving PV, at least on 
synoptic timescales. In many ways the "hetonic" descrip- 
tion of Legg and Marshall [1993] is much more than a 
representational tool: it gets to the heart of the spread- 
ing mechanism. Convection modifies the preexisting PV 
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distribution, creating one that is prone to baroclinic 
instability (see Figures 37 and 38). The mixed patch 
breaks up into fragments, and the fragments, clusters of 
paired point vortices in the heton model, disperse, car- 
rying away the convectively modified water tagged with 
its anomalously low PV that then influences its sur- 
roundings through the "invertibility principle." Indeed, 
PV has been used to vividly map the dispersal of con- 
vective fluid away from its source region [see Talley and 
McCartney, 1982]. Although simple to describe, the rep- 
resentation of this process in ocean models (in which 
primitive variables, rather than potential vorticity, are 
the prognostic variables) is not straightforward. One 
must attempt to represent the spreading process as an 
adiabatic, advective one, in which the properties of fluid 
particles are conserved. If one likens the spreading of 
convected water by geostrophic eddies to an "eddy- 
diffusive" process, in which properties are diffused away 
in to the background, one might adopt a "Fickian diffu- 
sion" description 
Dx/Dt = KV2-r (37) 
where K is an "eddy diffusion coefficient" for the tracer 
quantity -r. 
However, unless very special forms are chosen for the 
K, equation (37) is not faithful to important conserva- 
tion properties because it likens the redistribution pro- 
cess to a diffusive, rather than an advective one. For 
example, in the limit that small-scale mixing is vanish- 
ingly small, the quantity of tracer between two isopycnal 
surfaces ought to be conserved. 
Instead, it makes more physical sense to frame the 
dispersal process as an advective, rather than a diffusive 
one, by associating an "eddy-induced" velocity to it. The 
appropriate theoretical framework is provided by the 
transformed Eulerian mean (TEM), first introduced in 
the study of tracer transport in the stratosphere [e.g., 
Andrews et al., 1987] and used to great effect by Gent 
and McWilliams [1990] in large-scale models of ocean 
circulation. 
Representing the eddy transfer process in the tracer 
equation using TEM, we obtain [seeAndrews et al., 1987] 
0•r 
+ V. V, + W = ISO (38) at •zz 
where 
V:Vh+V* 
W=w+w * 
are the advecting velocities comprising (Vh, W), the 
Eulerian velocities of the non-eddy-resolving large-scale 
model, together with (v*, w*), the eddy-induced veloc- 
ities. Note that in (38) and following Gent and McWilliams 
[1990], an along-isopycnal stirring term ISO is employed 
on the rhs to represent the isopycnal stirring of tracer. 
If the eddy-induced velocities (v*, w*) are con- 
structed so as to satisfy a nondivergent condition 
ß - 0 (39) V v*+ •z 
then the large-scale flow can evolve in a manner that, 
unlike (37), conserves the quantity of tracer between 
isentropic sheets. 
As is shown by the formalism of the TEM, the 
(v*, w*) are given by 
0M 
v* = --' w* = --Vh- M (40a) 
where 
1 
M - • (u'b', v'b', 0) (40b) 
is a vector stream function that depends on the eddy 
buoyancy flux (u'b', v'b'). It should be noted that (40) 
and TEM theory assume, and are only formally valid in, 
the zonal average and the quasi-geostrophic limit, a 
point that should be borne in mind when applying it in 
the context of the convective process in the ocean. 
If, following Gent and McWilliams [1990], it is as- 
sumed that 
v'b' = -KV• (41) 
where K is an eddy transfer coefficient whose variation 
has to be prescribed (see section 5.2.2), then (40) implies 
that 
Vhb 
M =-K N2 (42) 
If K is set to zero on all boundaries, then M is zero there, 
ensuring that the component of v* normal to the bound- 
ary vanishes. The imposition of K - 0 at the surface is 
intimately related to, and can be rationalized in terms of, 
the use of an isothermal upper boundary in association 
with [Bretherton, 1966] PV sheets at the surface of the 
model; see section 4.3.1. 
We now go on to consider the dispersal of a mixed 
patch of ocean in terms of the pattern of eddy-induced 
velocity. 
5.2.1. Eddy-induced velocity in a mixed patch. 
Let us return to the statistically steady mixed patch 
overlying an adiabatic thermocline in which surface 
buoyancy loss over the patch is compensated by a lateral 
influx of buoyancy by transient geostrophic eddies (as 
discussed in section 4.3.3). The cylindrically symmetrical 
patch is sketched in Figure 44, taken from Marshall 
[1997]. There is no mechanical forcing due to the wind. 
Buoyancy loss results in a deep mixed layer within the 
patch, and upward doming of isopycnals towards its 
center. The Eulerian mean circulation is identically zero 
because the net vertical and radial Eulerian motion in 
the patch is vanishingly small as a result of vorticity 
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Figure 44. The solution obtained by Marshall [1997] for the 
eddy-induced velocity associated with the instability of a mixed 
patch. The eddy-induced circulation carries fluid from below 
up to the surface, where it is exposed and changed by convec- 
tion. The convectively modified water slides down into the 
interior, out, and away. The buoyancy carried laterally by the 
eddy-induced circulation is just that required to offset buoy- 
ancy loss from the surface. The contour interval for the isopy- 
cnals is 0.0125 kg m -3. 
constraints that preclude any significant stretching of 
vortex tubes (see Send and Marshall [1995] and section 
3.4.2). All of the circulation is eddy induced. The con- 
vectively modified water is carried away below by eddies 
and replaced with ambient fluid from the side by eddies. 
The pattern of eddy-induced velocity can be deduced 
using (40) and (42), noting that K -= 0 at the surface. 
The eddy buoyancy flux is directed radially inward and is 
a maximum at the radius of the rim current. The v* 
computed by Marshall [1997] making use of (40)-(42) is 
sketched in Figure 44. The eddy-induced circulation 
carries fluid up from below to the surface, where it is 
exposed and its properties are changed by convection. 
The convectively modified water slides down into the 
interior, out, and away. 
After the buoyancy loss has ceased, the eddy transfer 
process continues until the conditions for baroclinic in- 
stability are no longer satisfied. It is clear from the sense 
of the eddy-induced velocity sketched in Figure 44 that 
buoyant, ambient fluid will be drawn in from the periph- 
ery sealing over the mixed-patch, and the convected fluid 
will be drawn away in to the interior below--just as it is 
sketched schematically in Figure 3c. The sealing over of 
the surface anomaly on cessation of the surface cooling 
removes the conditions for instability (i.e., removes the 
surface PV anomaly sketched in Figure 38) and 
"quenches" it. 
Figure 45 shows the distribution of convection as 
modeled in the world ocean using the Geophysical Fluid 
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) ocean model by Danaba- 
soglu and McWilliams [1995] and two different eddy 
parameterizations but the same vertical mixing scheme. 
When horizontal diffusion is used to represent eddy 
transfer one observes (see Figure 45a) extensive regions 
of convection, particularly in the Southern Ocean, and 
much more extensive than is observed to occur in nature. 
When a transformed Eulerian mean is used, however, 
the convection sites contract dramatically in horizontal 
extent and have a more realistic distribution. The mixed 
layers are kept shallow in the Antarctic Circumpolar 
Current by the "eddy-induced velocity" that is directed 
southward across the current, carrying buoyant fluid and 
stabilizing the column. The same eddy-induced circula- 
tion in part cancels out the Deacon Cell, reducing the 
strength of the (transformed) circulation. 
The TEM clearly provides a fruitful framework for 
discussing "adiabatic" aspects of the spreading phase of 
deep convection. There are a number of outstanding 
theoretical questions, however. The TEM has yet to be 
placed on a firm theoretical basis in three dimensions 
even in quasi-geostrophic theory. Moreover, the quasi- 
geostrophic assumption clearly breaks down in mixed 
patches, where even the hydrostatic approximation must 
be questioned. Furthermore, geostrophic eddies are also 
important diabatic transferring agents in the mixed 
patches and not just responsible for adiabatic rearrange- 
ments. The interaction of an adiabatic interior with a 
mixed layer has been touched on in the recent study by 
Treguier et al. [1997]. 
5.2.2. How strong are the eddy-induced velocitiesf 
What sets the strength of the eddy-induced velocity 
shown in Figure 44? In section 4.3.3 we discussed the 
depth a mixed patch reaches before the deepening is 
arrested by eddies. At this depth, lateral transfer of 
buoyancy by eddies exactly balances loss from the sur- 
face. The depth reached leads directly to information 
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Figure 45. The % of all times and level when convection 
occurs when geostrophic eddy transfer is represented in the 
GFDL model using (a) horizontal diffusion and (b) a trans- 
formed Eulerian mean. From Danabasoglu and McWilliams 
[1995]. 
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about the efficiency of eddy transfer (essentially the 
strength of the eddy-induced circulation in Figure 44) 
and its dependence on large-scale stratification param- 
eters. In particular, the closure for the buoyancy flux, 
equation (29), led Visbeck et al. [1996] to a prediction of 
the dependence of the equilibrium depth h equi ! on the 
external parameters, •, r, and N, and a quantification of 
the constant of proportionality, or, a measure of the 
efficiency of buoyancy transfer by baroclinic eddies (see 
equation (32)). These predictions have now found sup- 
port in numerous laboratory and numerical experiments 
reported by Visbeck et al. [1996], Whitehead et al. [1996], 
ttaine and Marshall [1998], Jones and Marshall [1997], 
Narimousa [1997], Chapman and Gawarkiewicz [1997], 
and Chapman [1998]. The latter two papers apply these 
ideas to coastal regions. 
Turning the argument around, one may interpret the 
above studies as providing solid "experimental" support 
for an eddy-transfer closure of the form of (29). The 
eddy fluxes in (41) may be characterized by a transfer 
coefficient K, which depends on large-scale parameters 
thus: 
f 12 (43) K- ot RiU2 
where f is the Coriolis parameter, 1 is a measure of the 
lateral scale over which parcels of fluid are transferred 
by baroclinic eddies, ot is the constant of proportionality 
in (29) whose value was determined by laboratory and 
numerical experiment, and Ri is the (large-scale) Rich- 
ardson number given by (30). 
Spall and Chapman [1998] present a different deriva- 
tion of the eddy flux relationship proposed by Green 
[1970] and employed by l, qsbeck et al. [1997] by consid- 
ering how baroclinic eddies are formed in frontal zones 
and how they interact after they are formed. They obtain 
the same functional relationship proposed by Green 
[1970] and also find that the scaling coefficient ot in (43) 
is indeed a nondimensional number. They deduce ot to 
be 0.046. This is to be compared with the empirical value 
of 0.015 deduced by Visbeck et al. [1996] making use of 
Figure 45. 
Visbeck et al. [1997] attempt to parameterize the 
eddy-induced velocity associated with the restratification 
and dispersal of a mixed patch. They compare their 
parameterized model with an eddy resolving nonhydro- 
static simulation of a mixed patch in which both plumes 
and baroclinic instability are resolved. A linearly strati- 
fied volume of water is cooled at the surface over a disc 
as described in section 4 (see Figure 34). Azimuthally 
averaged sections across the baroclinic zone in the re- 
solved model show the generation of a mixed patch due 
to convective mixing and its breakup by lateral fluxes due 
to baroclinic eddies. As time progresses, the lateral 
buoyancy transfer grows in magnitude until it is of suf- 
ficient magnitude to offset the surface buoyancy loss and 
establish a quasi-steady state (see section 4.3.3). 
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Figure 46. Azimuthally averaged density as a function of 
depth and radius at day 6 in a nonhydrostatic eddy-resolving 
model (left column), in a parameterized model using NEW 
(right), and horizontal diffusion (middle). The contour interval 
is 0.005 and two isopycnal ayers are shaded. The black bar at 
the surface indicates the cooling region. From Visbeck et al. 
[1997]. 
In the right column of Figure 46 we show results from 
the parameterized model; a 2-D model was configured 
for an azimuthally averaged domain in which convective 
mixing in the vertical is represented by a convective 
adjustment scheme and eddy transfer is parameterized. 
A number of eddy parameterization schemes were com- 
pared, but the one that employed (38)-(43) was found to 
be the most satisfactory. This scheme, called "NEW" by 
Visbeck et al. [1997], combines the best elements of Gent 
and McWilliams [1990] (hereinafter referred to as GM) 
with Green [1970] and Stone [1972] (referred to collec- 
tively as GS): transfer coefficients that vary in space and 
time according to (43) (GS), together with the adoption 
of a transformed Eulerian mean formalism (GM). It 
predicts a large lateral buoyancy flux near the surface 
associated with the strong baroclinic zone of the rim 
current. At depth the convected fluid is advected out- 
wards and appears as a layer of reduced stratification 
(see Figures 44 and 46). 
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In these mixed-patch simulations the-eddy transfer 
scale l is set equal to the radius of the patch, and so the 
scheme has essentially only one tunable parameter, c•. It 
was tuned to obtain the "best" results judged by com- 
parison with the resolved experiment. The optimum 
value of c• is 0.015 for the NEW scheme; the K implied 
by (43) is then 300 m 2 s -• for the experiment shown in 
Figure 46 and is within a factor of 2 of that determined 
from laboratory experiments of mixed patches (see 
equation (32)). 
Finally, note how poor is the "diffusive" parameter- 
ization (middle panel in Figure 46). Just as is observed in 
the global model of Danabasoglu and McWilliams [1995] 
(see Figure 45), the mixed patch is too deep, much 
deeper than in the resolved model. 
5.3. Putting It All Together 
Our comparison of resolved and parameterized mod- 
els in sections 5.1 and 5.2 leads us to the following 
conclusions concerning the representation of the water 
mass transformation in large-scale models. We believe 
that gross aspects of the mixing process associated with 
convection can be captured by vertical adjustment 
schemes (or through the use of enhanced vertical mixing 
coefficients). The adjustment is never instantaneous, of 
course, and as was described in section 5.1.1, arrested 
adjustment schemes can be implemented and have sat- 
isfying properties. However, from the perspective of the 
large-scale flow, the mixing timescale (at most 12 hours) 
is essentially instantaneous; we find that the arrested and 
instantaneous chemes how no significant differences in 
parameter ranges of interest. Rather, it seems that the 
fidelity of water mass transformation in large-scale mod- 
els is compromised largely by the representation of the 
exchange of the fluid and fluid properties to and from 
the convection site. Comparison of explicit and param- 
eterized models clearly shows that (1) the "transformed 
Eulerian mean" representation advocated by Gent and 
McWilliams [1990] is an appropriate framework for de- 
scribing the adiabatic dispersal of convectively modified 
fluid and (2) the transfer theory of Green and Stone is a 
useful closure to get at the magnitude and spatial vari- 
ation of the eddy-induced velocity. 
There are many outstanding questions, however, the 
most urgent of which is to understand what controls the 
eddy-transfer scale l. The importance of equation (43), 
however, is that it ascribes physical attributes to K and 
therefore a context for inquiry and further refinement of 
a transfer scale l, a timescale associated with baroclinic 
eddies M2/N, and a proportionality constant c• that 
measures the efficiency of the transfer process. A deeper 
understanding of those processes that determine these 
key factors [see Larichev and Held, 1995] is required 
before a more complete representation of K can be 
deduced. 
To conclude our discussion of the parameterization 
of the water mass transformation process in models, we 
present results from a global 1 ø x 1 ø calculation using 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ocean circu- 
lation model (the model is described by Marshall et al. 
[1997a, b]). The ideas set out above have been imple- 
mented in that height coordinate model: a convective 
adjustment scheme of the kind described by Klinger et al. 
[1996] is used to represent convective mixing, and the 
NEW parameterization of geostrophic eddies described 
by Visbeck et al. [1997] is implemented (equations (38)- 
(43) above). The model, extending from 80øS to 80øN at 
1 ø horizontal resolution, is configured with 20 levels in 
the vertical, ranging from 20 m at the surface to 500 m at 
the deepest level, typical of the oceanic component of 
coupled global models. Full spherical geometry and to- 
pography was employed. 
Figure 47a shows the mixed-layer depth in March 
1997, and Figure 47b shows the spatial variation in K 
given by the NEW parameterization, evaluated using the 
depth average of the stratification parameters over the top 
kilometer of the ocean, together with (43) and (30), as 
Kh = od 2• •- dz (44) 
H 
where H = 1 km and l was set to 400 km. 
The general pattern of mixed-layer depth is not un- 
realistic: we see deep convecting regions (in excess of 2 
km) in the Greenland and Labrador Seas with a tongue 
of shallower mixed layers (-200 m thick) extending 
southwestward across the basin to the south. The pattern 
of K shown in Figure 47b picks out regions that are 
known to be high in eddy activity (the Gulf Stream and 
North Atlantic Current, for example) falling to low back- 
ground values of -300 m 2 s -• in the quiescent interiors 
of the subtropical gyres. The winter of 1991-1992 was 
indeed characterized by huge buoyancy loss over the 
Labrador Sea, and deep water was observed to a depth 
of 2500 m. However, there was no evidence that the 
mixed layer in the Greenland Sea during 1992 was as 
deep as is seen in Figure 47a. Thus although the model 
seems to be able to capture the preferred sites of deep 
convection (compare Figure 47 with Figure 1, for exam- 
ple), the depth of the mixing and the volume of fluid 
"processed" by it are sensitive to factors such as the 
prevailing meteorological fluxes, the underlying stratifi- 
cation, and the parameterization of lateral exchange. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
In this review we have attempted to draw together 
results of observations and of laboratory and numerical 
experiments and, in the context of relevant theory, sum- 
marize our current understanding of the underlying hy- 
drodynamic processes at work at ocean convection sites 
and the interplay between the convective and geostro- 
phic scales. We have seen that there is a complex inter- 
play of scales, ranging from plumes at scales of <1 km, 
through eddies on and above the Rossby radius of de- 
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Figure 47. (a) Mixed layer depth in March in the Atlantic 
sector of a global integration of the MIT model at 1 ø horizontal 
resolution. (b) Spatial variation of the K values predicted by 
the NEW parameterization in the same calculation. 
formation, right up to the scale of the general circula- 
tion. These key elements appear to be common to all 
open-ocean convection sites that have been studied. 
Moreover, the phenomenology that we have described in 
the context of deep convection goes on, we believe, in 
mixed layers all the time, everywhere in the ocean. 
However, the localized and deep-reaching nature of the 
convection regime exposes, in an exaggerated form, the 
role of lateral inhomogeneities and baroclinic instability. 
In the ocean there is little scale separation between the 
mixing (up-down) and geostrophic (lateral) processes: 
/rot, H, and L p are not very disparate, and the fluid is 
"stiflened" by rotation even on the convective scale 
itself. Herein lies the reason why water mass transfor- 
mation is such a fascinating phenomenon from a theo- 
retical point of view and why it is such a challenging and 
demanding process to observe and model. 
It is worth remarking on the central role that new 
technologies and diverse methodologies have played in 
improving our description and understanding of the 
processes at work. Artful use of the ADCP and tech- 
niques of acoustic tomography have given us novel in- 
formation about the dynamical processes at work as a 
function of scale. In the ongoing Labrador Sea experi- 
ment these techniques are being supplemented by pro- 
filing floats, Lagrangian floats that track fluid parcels in 
three dimensions, surface drifters, profiling CTDs, au- 
tonomous underwater vehicles, as well as hydrography 
and moorings, the stalwarts of observational oceanogra- 
phy [see LabSea Group, 1998]. 
It is interesting to note the central role played by 
laboratory experiments, such as those by Maxworthy and 
Narimousa [1994], in the development of the ideas re- 
viewed here. These not only illuminated and exposed 
key theoretical questions in beautiful ways, but have also 
been a central thrust of the recent resurgence of interest 
in the general problem of rotating convection. Ocean 
convection has also been the context in which, for the 
first time, nonhydrostatic ocean models were developed 
and applied to the ocean [Brugge et al., .1991; Jones and 
Marshall, 1993; Marshall et al., 1997a, b]. 
The challenge for the future is to transform these 
insights in to parametric representations that address 
the complex 3-D nature of the processes at work. Rep- 
resentations widely used in large-scale models today 
remain stubbornly one dimensional and bear little rela- 
tion to what we know of the process. Curiously, the more 
detailed our description becomes, from observations, 
laboratory, and numerical studies, the more it seems that 
the mixing process plays "second fiddle" to preexisting 
quasi-horizontal processes that are rapidly and vigor- 
ously energized as the convection proceeds. 
As is often the case, the fidelity of our description of 
processes in models is severely compromised by inade- 
quate resolution. Although in principle one could re- 
solve down to the plume scale, this is neither possible (in 
the foreseeable future) nor desirable. In limited-area 
models, such as the one of the Labrador Sea shown in 
Figure 36, horizontal resolutions of a few kilometers can 
be achieved. We believe that the fidelity of the repre- 
sentation of the water mass transformation process will 
then depend largely on the quality of the forcing fluxes 
(of heat, fresh water and momentum) and knowledge of 
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the preexisting stratification, rather than the details of 
assumed vertical mixing scheme. However, in the global 
models used for climate research it is the representation 
of the geostrophic scales that remain the key. Use of the 
transformed Eulerian mean as advocated by Gent and 
McWilliams [1990] provides a solid basis on which to 
contemplate the adiabatic part of the process. Use of an 
eddy-induced velocity, which depends on the large-scale 
Richardson number following Green [1970], provides a 
context for quantifying the vigor of the lateral exchange 
process. 
What are the outstanding problems? The fluid dy- 
namics and interplay of scales that we have described are 
very complex, involving nonhydrostatic phenomena, 
mixing, phase changes and nonlinearity in the equation 
of state, rotation effects, intermittency in space and 
time, etc. There are many matters of detail to sort out, 
but there also remain a number of important unsolved 
"conceptual" problems: What is the fate of convected 
water in the months and years after it has been created? 
How does it "feed" the thermohaline circulation, and 
how is it accommodated into the general circulation of 
the ocean? There does not appear to be a straightfor- 
ward connection between the "sinking branch" of the 
thermohaline circulation and the convective activity at 
the sites shown in Figure 1. Finally, there is the question 
of the extent to which the thermohaline circulation is 
"pulled" by mixing processes in the interior, rather than 
"pushed" by the convective process discussed here. 
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